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EC Ministers Debate Political Union Issues 

Discuss New Laender 

LD0306343791 Berlin ADN in German 1140 GMI 
3 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Dresden (ADN}—The foreign ministers of the 
12 EC states agreed at their informal mecting in Dresden 
that the integration of the five new federal laender into 
Germany and into the European Community 1s a long 
and difficult process but it will receive full support from 
the Community. This announcement was made by the 
president of the EC Council, Luxembourg’s Foreign 
Minister Jacques Poos, and the initiator of the mecting. 
German Foreign Minisier Hans-Dietrich Genscher, at 
the conclusion of the two-day conference held in 
Dresden today. 

At the final news conference Genscher said the jornt 
position of the participants is “encouraging for the 
development of the new federal laender.” and ut recog- 
nizes the opportunities that are developing here. It 1s a 

positive signal to the eastern German laender. The 
member states of the Community note that in the new 

federal laender there are people who are willing to take 
the future into the:r own hands 

The EC Council president informed journalists about 
this morning's session: After a speech by Trust Agency 
chief Birgit Breuel, a discussion was held on the eco- 
nomic Situation in castern Germany and the planned 
political umon of the EC. [passage omitted] 

Examine Bessmertnykh Letter 

LD0306130691 Hambure DPA in German 1222 GMI 
3 Jun 9! 

[Text] Dresden (DPA}—The Soviet Union has warned 
the CSCE states of new msks which have emerged 
following the end of the cold war. Soviet Foresygn Min- 
ister Aleksandr Bessmerinykh, on a letter that was dis- 

cussed by the EC foreign ministers at thew informal 
session in Dresden today, above all noted the national:- 
ties’ conflict, ideological revanchism, the sicadily deep- 

ening divide between nich and poor countnes, and the 
explosive population development on the borders of 
Europe 

Acting Council President Jacques Poos (Luxembourg). 
who read the letter at a press conference, spoke of the 
Soviet wish for a modernization of the CSCE. According 
to Poos, these “new risks” will be discussed at the first 
foreign minister conference of the 34 CSCE states to be 
held in Berlin 19-20 June 

Support Yugoslav UL nity 

1. D0306140491 Berlin ADN in German 1249 GMT 
3 Jun 9! 

[Text] Dresden (ADN}—The foreign ministers of the 12 
EC states today agreed that the European Community 
must styll support Yugoslavia so that the problems of this 
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multinational state can be overcome m a peaceful way 

and violence can be prevented. The current president of 
the EC Councr!, Luxaembourg Foreign Minister Jacques 
Poos, further announced at the conclusion of the extraor- 
dinar: congress in Dresden that the EC foreign ministers 
were in favor of maintaining the internal and external 
borders of Yugoslavia. The continuation of aid “ould be 
subject to four conditions: the observation of the Yugo- 
slav Constitution, including tne regular change of the 
head of state 1 provides for. the respect of human mghts 
and the mghts of the minorities, dialogue about the 
creation of new state structures, and the continuation of 
the economic reforms started by the Markovic govern- 
ment. 

Developments in Yugoslavia should continuc to be 
watched very closely and. if necessary. the CSCE process 

should be used jo imitcrvene im order to prevent a 

detenoration of the situation 

Poos announced that the ministers had received a letter 
from Soviet Foreign Minister Aleksandr Bessmertnykh. 
in whir’' he called for common solutions to cope with the 
new risks in the era after the cold war. Problems lke 
rising nationalism or the widening gap between nich and 
poor countries were indeed questions to which the West 

and the East would have to find common solutions. the 
president of the EC Council sand 

Split on Treaty 

11 030610604191 Paris AFP in Lnelish 100° GMI 

3 Jun 9! 

[Report by Richard Ingham] 

[Text] Dresden. Germany. June 3 (AFP)}--European 
Community foreign ministers split here Monday over 
the format of a proposed treaty to bring the EC into 

political umon, diplomats said 

A majority of ministers forced an informal mecting here 
to order a review of the draft put forward by Luxem- 

bourg. EC president until the end of the month. they 
said. Luxembourg proposed a basic EC treaty plus add- 

tional agreements covering joint policy in foreign affairs 
and security. The approach was highly criticrsed by the 
president of the European Commission, Jacques Delors, 
who wants an overarching EC treaty covering all the 
accords. He argued that to go beyond a strictly E¢ 
framework, where all members have an equal vote, could 
lead to domination by the larger Community members 

over the smaller ones. 

Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Belgaum, Cireece and 
Spain supported Mr. Delors, according to diplomats at 
the meeting. France, Britain and Denmark supported the 
Luxembourg blueprint, while the other EC members. 
Ircland and Portugal, did not capress sirong views on the 
subject, they said 

French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas argued that it 
would be impractical and bureaucratic to mclude all 
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aspects of security and foreign policy in a purely EC 
contest. “We must distinguish between Community 
links on the one side and cooperation on the other.” he 
said 

British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd played down the 
possibility that Mr. Delors’ approach would win 
through. and signalled the threat of a veto. “At the end of 
the day. there 1s not going to be a new drafi, or a new 
ircaty. unless everyone wants onc.” he sand. He 
reminded reporters that many arcas of the treaty text 
have yet to be agreed. He recalled Britssh objections to 
references to the Social Charter, a document on social 
rights that has been signed by all the EC members except 
Britain 

The two-day meeting had been called by German For- 
emgn Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher to promote the 
former territory of East Germany. 

Birgit Breuel. the head of the Treuhand agency. which 1s 
privatising former state assets. told the ministers about 
progress to remove obstacles to investment in the region 
She sand the Treuvhand had sold |.900 firms out of 8,000 
placed in its charge last year 

Mr. Hurd said she made a “convincing presentation.” 
including the government's efforts to remove lingering 
confusion over the ownership of land that had been 
appropriated under the Communist regime. 

France and Britain top the EC countries, outside Ger- 
many. whose companies have invested in former cast 
Germany 

Swaziland’s hing Addresses EC Banquet 0) May 

WBOI0611S191 Mhahane THE SWAZT NEWS 
im English 1 Jun 91 pp i. 24 

[Report by Percy Simelane mm Brussels: “Swazis Love 
Peace” | 

[ Text] Hes Majesty King Mswat: II] sand on Thursday [| ¥) 
May] night that had the countries involved during the 
recent Gulf war emulated the peace policy of this 
country, the war would have not taken place 

Speaking at a dinner held in his honour at the Chatead- 
ulac Hotel in Brussels. the king sand Swaziland’s peaceful 
and tnendly attitude expresses itself in the treatment of 
non-Swazis who visit and stay in the Kingdom 

He noted that he yet has to have a diplomat who. at the 
end of his tour, does not want to stay on. He sand the 
country’s ability to survive, with its customs and trad- 
tons imtact, stems from a variety of factors. the first 
being that Swazi nationals have always been a people 
united under the leadership of a long family line of 
monarchs. 

The king said the neat advantage 1s that Swazi nationals 
are essentially of one tribe and therefore do not exper 
ence the nvalry and violence so evident im other less 
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fortunate countnes. a peaceful nature thal cupresses 

itself un the country’s relations with other nations 

He sasd this atistude also explains why Swazi natronals 
consider thew country to be the best kept investment 
secret mm the regron 

The king pointed out that the country’s survival 1s 
dependent on attracting the mght kind of investment to 
improve its economic hase and provide employ ment for 
all Swazi nationals. 

The king said as chairman of the Preferential Trade Arca 
(PTA). he also carnes the responsibilities of about 220) 
millon people on his shoulders and was proud to say 
that after having been able to have audiences with key 
persons in Europe such as the vice president for devel- 

opment in the EC. Mr. Manuel Marin Gonzalez and the 
president of the European Parliament Mr. Baron ( respo 
Enrique. on return to his fellow heads of state. he would 
be able to report on a successful serves of moctings 

Addresses Ambassadors 

VW B0206123491 Mhahane Radio Swaciland Networs 
im Enelish 1000 GMT I Jun 9! 

[Text] The ingwenyama [king] of Swaziland says poln- 
ical reforms in Eastern Europe and the consequent 
decrease in tension between the two world superpowers 
should help create a climate for improved trade relathons 
between all countnes. He was speaking in Brussels. 
Belgium with the commutice of Africa. Carnbbean, and 
Pacific, ACP. ambassadors this week 

The king sand 11 1s sad that these developments have not 
resulted in any improvement to the quality of life for the 

people of the Africa regron. He noted that despite 
undoubted cxpansion in world output and trade. the 
trend in the PTA [Preferential Trade Arca] subregion 
and in most of sub-Saharan Africa 1s one of cconomn 
Stagnation and decline. He said the single market to be 
opened by the EEC neat vear should have a profound 
effect on the economic potential of the Community and 
thereby on its trading partners 

On behalf of the 18 PTA member states. the king 
reassured the meeting of continued commitment toward 
further strengthening of the tres that obtain [as beard] 
between the EC and PTA member countries 

The king was welcomed by the ambassador of Guyana 
Mr. James Mutchison. who « chairman of the ACP 
commitice of ambassadors. He sand Swasiland has 
played a moderating role in the southern Africa region 
and aspires more than any other country to peace 

His majesty yesterday held talks with the vice president 
of the European Investment Bank in Luxembourg 
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Andean Nations Ask Toe Join EC Antidrug Group 

PY0106024891 Madnd EFE in Spanish 1718 GMT 
30 May 91 

[Text] Madnd, 30 May (EFE}—Bolivia. Colomina, and 
Peru today asked to be included mm the so-~<alled Dublin 

Group of the European Community. which deals with 
drug rssucs, because “the response to drug trafficking 
must be integral.” 

Representatives of these three Andean countnes yes- 
terday and today met m Madrid with Miguel Solans. the 
Spanish Government's representative to the National 
Drug Plan [Plan Nacsonal de Drogas}. and other Spanrsh 
officials 

The meeting was held at the imitative of the Spanish 
Government that 1s now chairing the Dublin Group. On 
6 June the Spanish Government will present in Brussels 
a report on ways to cooperate with Bolivia, Coloma. 
and Peru in the antenarcotics struggic 

Gonzalo Tornco, Bolivia's under secretary for social 
defense, told EFE today that he, along with Colombian 
representative Fernando Navas and Peruvian represen- 
tative Migucl Gonzalez, capressed their countries 
interest in yorning the Dublin Group that includes the 
United States, Canada. Sweden, Australia. and Japan as 
observers 

The jornt proposal from the three Andean countries that 
Spain will submit to the Dublin Group notes that “alter- 
native development 1s the backbone of the antinarcoti > 

Struggic, without neglecting interdiction measures — 

Torneo stressed: “lt has been demonstrated that the 
problem requires an imicgral solution that involves 
improving the population's standard of living. creating 
job opportunities, and creating economic alternatives 

that will permit peasants to abandon coca crops and 
replace them with other crops.” 

Bolivia, Colomtia, and Peru also agree that the Euro- 
pean Community should remove the red tape from its 

international cooperation as 9 way to prevent having 

assistance arrive when i 1s aircady too late to solve the 

problem 

Bolivia, Colomiua, and Peru also deem ut necessary for 
the European Community to establish controls on 
exports of chemical precursors to the Laten American 
countnes that produce drugs. In this regard. Torrico 
sand: “Iiegal drugs would not cxst without these sub- 
stances ~ 

In conclusion, the Bolivian representative stressed that i 
is important for Bolivia, Coloma, and Peru to present 
a common stance against drug trafficking. and he asked 
for lower tariffs in the European market for the products 
of these three countries im keeping with their efforts to 
eradicate the drug problem and develop efficient cco- 
nomic pohores 
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EC, ASEAN Discuss Cooperation, Peace 

Urge Stability in Cambodia 

BA0106112191 Kuala Lumpur Voice of Malaysia 
in Enelish OB800 GMT 1 Jun 9! 

[Text] The European Communnty—EC—and ASEAN 
are to begin detasied talks in Luxembourg today on ways 
to strengthen the | 1-year cooperation agreement. Yes- 
terday. foreign ministers of the two regional groupings 
agreed aficr two days of negotiations to broaden the 
1980 agreement and refocus 1 on indusinecs and invest- 
ments. Reports sand coconome munisters from the two 
sides were scheduled to start putting the position into 
effect mm thei first mecting since 1985. 

Meanwhile, the six ASEAN natrons said they shared the 
European Community's concern about human mghts 
violations wn Myanmar [Burma]. However, they said 
sanctions and pressure can only ruin chances of reform 
by the country’s military leaders. They said this m a 
position paper issued in Luxembourg. The EC sought 
ASEAN’s support to pressure Myanmar’s military 
leaders to yield power to civilians who won the country’s 
1990 elections. 

On the eve of crucial peace talks on Cambodia, the 
European Community—EC—and ASEAN have warned 
of the need to prevent renewed genocide in the war-torn 
country. In a statement rssucd after a two-day meeting of 
foreign ministers im Luxembourg. they said no group 
should be allowed to seize power in Cambodia by force 
and that any peace settlement should make a genocide 
impossible 

The ministers condemned those responsibic for the 
polices and practices which led to the extermination of 
hundreds of thousands of Cambodians from 1975 to 
1978 Thies was an obvious reference to the Khmer Rouge 
movement which was in power at that time and which is 
one of the partecypants in the crucial round of peace talks 
starting in Jakarta tomorrow. The peace process has been 
stalled by mainly the refusal of the Phnom Penh regime 
to agree to a demobilization of its own forces and of 
three resistance groups. including the Khmer Rouge. The 
yount EC-ASEAN statement called on the Phnom Penh 
regime and the resistance to observe restraint on the 
hattieficld 

Malaysian Foren Minister Datuk Abdullah Ahmad 
Badawi. cochairman of the mecting. said that the EC and 
ASEAN took care not to say anything that could jecopar- 
dive the Jakarta talks. He spoke of positive indications 
that the talks could succeed and [words indistinct) of 
SUCCESS 

Khmer Rouge leader Khicu Samphan. in a statement 
rssued in Bangkok. has urged Phnom Penh to accept the 
United Nations peace plan and appeared to rule out 
further compromise He called for an carly resumption 
of efforts to convene a formal conference to sanction an 
accord ending Cambodia's | 2-year war. 
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Thai Report on Meeting 

BK0206153991 Bangkok Army Television Channel § 
in Thai 1230 GMT 2 Jun 91 

[Text] Reporting on the outcome of the mecting of 
ASEAN and EC cconomic ministers mm Lu 
Commerce Minister Amaret Sila-on said the three-day 
mecting focused on three topics: agriculture, human 
rights, and ASEAN leaders’ attstudes toward the EC. 

On agriculture, the commerce minister said Thailand 
Stressed at the mecting that agriculture 1s vital for 
Thailand, in terms of cconomic as well as financial 
value, because Thailand has more than ¥) millon 
farmers. Thailand called on the EC to understand the 
situation. On human mghts, the EC wants Thailand to 
exert pressure on Burma over the human mghts issuc. 
The prime minister, he said, has already made ut clear 
that this 1s an internal affair of Burma. The EC group. 
meanwhile, confirmed that 1 will not resort to human 
rights as a tool in trade negotiations. 

Minister Amaret reported that ASEAN called upon the 
EC countries to continue helping ASEAN in trade as in 
the past. The EC countnes pledged to cooperate with 
ASEAN. Minister Amaret noted that the EC integration 
into a single market under a single trade pattern will 
benefit Thailand as markets will be expanded Yet. 
Thailand may have to face problems of tanffs and 
possible trade sanctions under the pretext of failure to 
protect the environment in Thailand, but he said prep- 
arations have been made to deal with those possibilities 

Thai Official Holds Talks 
BA0206105591 Bangkok Radio Thailand Network 
in Thai OS30 GMT 2 Jun 91 

[Text] Foren Ministry Spokesman Sakthip Krarock 
reported that on ¥) and 31 May Foreign Minister Asa 
Sarasin, who was in Luxembourg for the mecting of the 
ASEAN-EC foreign ministers, met the British foreign 
secretary and the German foreign minister for talks 
Minister Asa explained to the foreign ministers of both 
countnes about the political change that took place im 
Thailand in February He reported developments aficr- 
wards, including the lifting of martial law and the 
drafting of a new constitution by the commiutice im 
charge. He told the UK and German ministers that the 
interim government 1s sincere and 1s working out plans 
to hold a general election in Thailand esther this year or 
carly next year at the latest. This. he said. 1s clearly 
stipulated in the imtermm charter 

The British foreign secretary said his country 1s an ally of 
Thailand and wishes to see Thailand return to democ- 
racy soon. He sand Thailand and the UK can pursuc 
cooperation in the areas of trade, narcotics suppression. 
and environmental protection while the Thar Govern- 
ment 1s pursuing its plan for development. The German 
minister told Foresgn Minister Asa that his country has 
been closely following the developments in Thailand and 
it has a good understanding about Tha:land 
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Foreign Munrster Asa sasd he also discussed the Cambo- 
dian problem with the UK ana German monsters. He 
told them that the mecting of the Supreme National 
Council [SNC] of Carmbodsa on Jakaria 1 very umpor- 
tant. He noted that the varsous Khmer factsons., partc- 
ularly the Khmer Rouge and the Phnom Penh regime. 
sull have differences of opimon. The Phnom Penh 
regime still reyects the peace plan of the five permancnt 
members of the UN Secursty Council. Thasland. he sasd. 
has been trying to push for a mecting to be held in 
Jakarta. Thailand invited Prince Norodom Sihanouk to 
Bangkok on 31 May and proposed a mecting between 
Prince Sschanouk and Hun Sen om Jakarta. Thay and also 
ined to gct Victnam to talk with China im order to solve 
the problem of the SNCs composition, especially its 
chairmanship by Prince Schanowk 

EC Supports Manila Regional Security Conference 

HAKO10605 2691 Manila Vania Broadcasting Company 
DZRH in Tavgalee 0900 GMT 31 May 91 

[Report by Rey Arquiza] 

jae, The EC has capressed its support for the sched- 
uled regional security dialogue im Manila, which 1s 
managed by ASEAN. This was reported by Foreign 
Affairs Secretary Raul Manglapus from Luxembourg 
According to Manglapus. Luxembourg Foreign Minister 
Jacques Poos rwsucd the EC's support for the regional 
security dialoguc. Jacques Poos 1s also president of the 
EC Council of Ministers, which mcludes as members 
Belgium, Denmark. Ircland. France. Germany, Creat 
Britain. Greece. Italy. Luxembourg. Netherlands. Por- 
tugal, and Spain. The Philippines proposed the regional 
security conference to discuss the Asia-Pacific region's 
security and stability Manglapus sand the countries 
participating im the regronal security conference m 
Manila are the Sovict Umeon, China, Austraha, New 
Zealand, Canada. Peru. Chil, Mexnwo, and Ecuador. The 
United States, which was also invited to the dialogue. 
gave a negative answer on the scheduled dialoguc 

OECD Te Consider GATT Talks’ Conclusion 

OW 0208084691 Tohvo AVODO int nelish ova 

3 Jun 9! 

[Test] Pars, June } (RK YODO)—Participating countries 
are hkely to confirm them pledge to conclude the Uru- 
guay Round of trade talks by the end of thes year ata 
minsstenial council mecting of the Organization for Eco- 
nomi Cooperation and Development (OECD). sched- 
uled in Pars for Tuesday and Wednesday. Japanese 

Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama sand here Sunday 

He said the OFCD mectong will preface discussions on 
the :ssuc at the London summmit of seven Western indus- 

tralized natrons wm mid-July 

The 108-nation Uruguay Round talks that began mn 1986 
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) were scheduled to end last December, but were 
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thwarted by a difference of views over the removal of 
protective subsidecs for agricultural trade 

Regarding the participation of non-European countnes 
im the proposed European Energy Charicr, Nakayama 
called for Japan to play a role from the stage on ts 
drafting procedure. 

A fierce discussion 1 cupected at the Inicrnatronal 
Energy Agency (IEA) mecting bere on Monday on 
whether to allow non-European countnes to partacipatec 
im the energy charter 

Japanese Official on Aid 

OW 0306084391 Tohvo KYODO in English 0249 GMT 
3 Jun 91 

[reat] Pars. June 3 (K YODO)}—Japanese Foreign Min- 
iter Taro Nakayama indicated Sunday that Japan will 
make a drasix revicw of is international and policy. 
including financial contributions to foreign nations 

Nakayama told reporters that he would the to seck 
understanding from the Japanese people on the sale of 
the contributions. including those to the U arted Nations 
and Official Development Assistance (ODA) 

He emphasized that the review will concern imterna- 
tional Cooperation im peacetime and docs not include 
emergency assistance such as the |! billron dollars Japan 
disbursed to the U Sted multinational forces m the 
Persian Gulf war 

With an cye to making a “visible contribution.” the 
Japanese Government 1s considering increasing bilateral 
assistance rather than disbursement to imtcrnational 
organizations, the foreygn munisicr sand 

Nakayama said he has already instructed the authorities 

directly mm charge of such matters to survey the scale of 

Japan's foreign ard 

He sand the government will start a full study of the plan 
after he returns to Japan on June 16 

Since the outbreak of the Gulf war Japan has been 

criticized im some quarters over its ways of contributing 
to the mmternational community 

There s also frustration within the Japanese Govern- 
ment and the ruling Liberal Democratn Party (LDP) 
that Japan cannot win a high international reputation 
despite its large financial contributions 

Japan's ODA amounts to 0.4) percent of the grow 
navional product (GNP) whereas the internationally 

agreed target 6 0.7 percent 

Nakavama sand he would rhe to talk wrth Prome Moin- 

mcr Toshekh: Karfu and Finance Miniter Ry utaro Hash. 
imote to consider plans to rare Japan's ODA GNP rato 
to | percent m five years 
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As for the sources of the additioral funds. Nakayama 

sand he will scave thal to a gcvernment-appointed panc! 
Studs ing taxatnn problems 

He mentioned a proposal by LDP Secretary General 
Keizo Obuch: to impose a new tan. such as ..9 “eterna. 
tonal contributvon tax ~ 

The government could also comsder raring the rate of 
the consumption tax. now 3 percent. to umpose a “hight 

and wide burden on the publ. Nakayama sand 

Nakayama 1s currently on Parts to attend a meeting of the 
Orgamizatoon for Econom« Cooperation and Dev clop- 
ment (OECD) 

IEA Urges Countrics Te Join Energy Charter 

OU 0206220891 Tohvo AVODO om English 161667 
3 Jun 9! 

{Text} Pars, June } KYODO—The Internatonal Energy 
Agency (IEA) ended ts 1 Mh annual meeting Monday 
with a commumigue calling for nonmember countries to 
youn the planned European energy charter 

The European energy charter «as orginally aumed at 
European Community (EC) nations seching to secure 
supphes of crude on and natural gas from the Sovect 
L mon on exchange for coonomn and But countries such 
as Japan and the United Sates. however, want the 
charter to be open to non-ECC member countries as well 
After lengthy discussion. partnipants at the meetong 
decoded that the charter should not be cxclusve 

The commumgue stressed the importance of open mem- 
bership to guarantce broad mmtcrnational cooperation in 
the 2i-nation TEAS quest to secure stable supplies of 
energy A Japanese Government representative sand the 
communique «as “generally satrsfactory for Japan ~ 

Discussions at the IEA meeting centered on formulating 
a world energy policy m the aftermath of the Perwan 
Crulf war Partecepants also agreed on the need to further 
promote the usc of nuclear power 

Nations such as Sweden and Italy muitiall) capresed 

opposition to greater rehance on auctear energy. but the 
l nited States and Japan succeeded mm conmvinceng TEA 
cowntres that nuclear powrr « needed to balance the 
world s energy supply a Japanese delegation sowrce sand 

The IEA also agreed that ¢ vermments should exer 
greater control over privat «ctor of stockpiles to 
improve preparedness for sup fy) drsruptions such as the 
Crulf war, the communique sand The 4-day of ttockpele 
requirement showld be met by all member countres. 1 

sand Development of alternative energy sources 1s also 
csecwhal, nt added 

The IFA showld also establish a system for studying 
methuds and costs mvolved in regwlateng exhaust gas on 
member countnes to prevent glohai warming. it sard 

~ 
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breach Minister Comments on Schengen Agreement 
1.D0306 164891 Paris Francetater Radw Netevwh 
im beench C620 GMT 2 Jun 9! 

[Studso Intervecw with Elrsabeth Gungou. minrstcr decic- 
gate wm charge of Euroncan affairs. by Annctic Ardss- 
son—live] 

[Excerpt] [Ardisson) We are preparing ourselves for a 
histor day. Tetay the deputees are to ratify the 
Schengen agreement. Schengen docs not mean much. 
1s Simpl) the name of a small Luxembourg town where 
these agreements were wgned. Bul 1 1 very emportant 
wince os motheng less than the qucstron of the drap- 

pearance of the borders betwcen France, Belgum. the 
Netherlands, Luxembourg. Germany. and Italy. whoch 
yoruned the growp. There are 14) artecles and a ns a but 
difficult to digest. so cowld you extract the three mam 
arrangements for us” 

[Gousgou] First vou arc mght im saying thal fos a very 
mmportant teat. | belewe thal 1 os a teat that well mark 

the history of Europe. as the Rome Treaty or the Songic 

Act did. Why 1s that so” Because ifs maim provision 1s to 
organize freedom of movement in the cowntries that are 
members of what = called the Schengen pasecs These 
countries are France. Ciermany. Belgewm. the Nether- 
lands. Luxembourg. and Italy —sii countries which were 
the European ( ommunity's founding members hi will 
be as casy to travel between Pars and Rome as betwcen 
Paris and Lyon. there will not be any control. that the 

main point 

Naturally such freedom, a new froedom. must be orga 
mized because thes new freedom must not be a gift for 
creminals, traffickers, and offenders. So there «= onc 
article of the comventoon that says here ms the new 
freedom. the freedom of movement All the others—you 
sand that they numbered | 4)—organize. they make guar- 
anteces to avon ships of errors on the side of security, the 
protection of the citizens security. and to avord breaches 

of undividual lhertees 
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[a desson] Precisely. we will gct into more dctarls about 
th cordon sanitawre now There are no more micrnal 
horders ’ vi there «6 an caternal bordcr whech mm reow- 

forced 14 mcams that there well be harmonizatoon of visa 
pobcy. Decs that mean that there will be a hend of 

Schengen vrsa” 

[Cousgou] Ves. we are sctteng wep a common visa. bul m 
the meantime. before thes Common visa ns dev cloped wc 
decsded on a list of 110 cowntres for whech a versa os 
requcsied by all member countries of Schengen For 
imsiance. before jornmng the Schengen convention Halls 
had to miroduce visas for Maghreb countrecs and 
Turkey. whech was not the case before That has an 

mmediate cifect. For mstance. many iicgal muogrants 
came through Italy. 1 was a channel for Maghreb coun- 
trees [migrants]. and since Italy has mntroduced visas we 
have been noticrng a drop in the entry of dicgals through 
Ventimigha 

[Ardisson] Precisely. since every country 1 responwhlc 
for the others concerning ts external borders. what 
happens i one of them fails om ts task and lets ilcgal 
migrants entcr’ 

[Coungou) Well, the country whech 1s the first to accept a 
foreygner on an ilicgal situation rs held respomsible for brs 
expulsion. For example, ict us emagine that a Tunman 

illegally emters aly and ther, comes into France Then 
we are entitled to send that person hack to Italy and Italy 

ss bownd to accept ths person. We have a system of 

readmission agreements between all members of the 
Schengen which allows cach one of them to send a person 
back to the country that permutted the first entry of a 
foregner om an illegal position, thes country « held 
responsible and 1s bound to take hom hack. That 1s a real 
improvement compared with the situation preor to 

Schengen. For imstance, previously we had no such 
agreement with Italy and that plus the fact that vrsas are 

now common has resulted in Schengen organizing extra 
protection concerning illegal immigration [passage 
omitted} 
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Coverament Supports Gerbache: Attendance at G-7 

1 Des0pen 270! Berlin ADS on Gorman OO GMT 
4 tum 97 

itert; Bonn (ADN)}—The Federal Government has 
spoken agarnst the specficztvon of precondisons for and 
te the Sowect Umeon and for the attendance by Sovect 

Preniom Mekhal Gorhachey at the world coonomn 
sumed om London m July. Horst Kochler. scoretary of 
“tate om the Fenance Monestry. sacd om a rade mitervece 

Tuesday that the Federal Government wants Gorhaches 
to hate On Opportunity to present hes personal veces on 

London and to exchange views wath beads of state and 
porvcrament 

bochler, who met Gorhaches m Moscow Monday. 
“phased that the Sovect presedent has not pul any 
teams on hes attendance Asked about the Federal 

(wenger ots weew on US. preconditirons—ending sup- 
jor Ow Cui, ondependence for the Balt states—the 
wom ve Of Bate sand: “We do not bebeve that we should 
detome om deta such political conditrons.” It 1s empor- 
tant to set condrtroms for the comtenuation of the reform 
process om the Sovect Uneon, and these well, after all. 

mclude such potitecal conditions Conditions should not 

be formulated to act as obstactes, Kahler sand. “The 
(,orman wide docs not want that.” he added 

Attendance ‘( acertain” 

1 Pr02061792991 Hambure DP 1 on German 1841 GUT 
‘Jun 9! 

| Text] Bonn (DP A)}—The attendance of Sovect President 
Mibhad Crorhaches at the Western coonomie summer in 

Londen on July. whech «s favored by Bonn, still remanns 

whcertamn. tS. Vice Pressdent Dan Quayle sand om Bonn 
on Monday evenmng. after more than one zad a hall 
howrs of talks with Helmut Kohl “The discuswon 
contenamng We will go on talkeng about 1” 

Kohl, whe appeared before the press with Quayle. sand 
that there has been close communnatonms and talks 
concerning Crorhaches's attendame at the summit He 
thinks that thes will be Drought to a good conclhusson The 
seven mayor Western coonomi nations are working 
pontly to make the Sovect polcy of restructuring a 
success. It « also om the West's mterest that the Sovect 
lL mon open ep to cvel mghts and civil freedom. to the 
market coonomy. and to democracy and pluralam “We 
know that decrwons on thes are berg made in Moscow 
and that we are only giveng help for scif-heip ~ 

(Juayle stressed that there «= no subsintute for real 
renewal Avd will bring no results of the Sovect U mon 
does not carry owt radical reforms Without real reforms 
there 1s 90 questron of ard 

The Amercan vice presedent, who ms staying in Bonn for 
a short vse at the tart of a European tour, particularly 
thanked Kohl and the German people for ther help and 
frnancial support durmg the Crulf war 

GERMANY ? 

Kohl cmphaw cod that the Gcrmans have recovered then 
wnety after 40 years and that they owe the not cast to 

thew Amercan trends All Amercan preowdcnts wn 

the war have beiped the Grcrmams. “Please tell the pr spic 
at home that we have not forgoticn that and thal wi: well 
not forget &.” Kohl seed to Quayle. The chancellor also 
Mrewed that the emon of Europe docs oot sand m 

conmtradsctron to the U anted Mates 

Censcher Comments 

41 080612149! Hambore WELT AW SOANT 

m tecrman - Jun vip Y 

{Artiate by Foregn Menmter Hans-Dectrich Gonscher 
“Crorhaches Must Attend Economec Sammut] 

[Test] The envted Crermany achieved ots full sovereignty 
on 15 March 1991. The task of German foreign policy 
sepulated m the Ras Law m “to serve peace m the 
world a. an equal member mm a unvted Europe.” 

So tar we have fulfilled fon ask. Crocrmany 1 wncorpe- 

rated mnte the FC. whech has turned owt to be a stabelity 

factor for the whole of Evrope Wath ots 1990 summa 

conterence. the Western alhance made an important 

comtributron to overcomeng the East-West conflict 

We mest sot top here German wnety well led to 

Furopean unity. cccawse the dnvmvon of Europe was the 
reason tor the diveoon of Crcrmany 

The year 199! a segneficant year for events sctimg out 
the path to acheve the Europe and North Ameria 

cooperate here 

—The first (SCE foregn munmters’ meetong will take 
place mm Berlin on 19 and 20 Jume 1991. Its task 1s to 
translate the Charter of Pars mite reaity for a new 
Europe The apples particularly to the further cxpan- 
seon of the evisteng emstruments dessgned to avon and 
arttrate conflicts 

~The coonome summmet om July well have to deal with 
the challenges resulteng from the new East-West rela- 
tromshep and the dev chopments mn the whote of Europe 
For thes reason, we support the partecepatron of Sovect 

Prevdent Mikhail Crorbaches on the sunmnit 

The NATO semmt om November well decode on the 

alhance's capabelrty to have a future There have been 
hase changes concerning security om Europe Our new 
strategy must take thes wnto commderatron 

— The two European government conferences that will 
be concluded on December are not only emportant for 

the 12) EC cowntres. | capect all members of the 
(Community to become aware of the hrstornc signif 
cance of these conferences, which capresses rtieclf om 

comtenecd devclopment toward polrtecal umon and 

coonemen and monctary umon for the whole of 

ft wrope 
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4 pan-European postion thal takes mito comudcration 

all spheres of life 1s needed. Cane must not forget that the 
whole of Europe mcludes the Sovect Limon as wcll 

(nvercomung the divrwon of Europe = not possubic 
«athout the Sovect Umon, and certamly not mm oppow- 
ton to the USSR. More than the regulatson of sccursty- 
politecal mswecs *< epvolved here The fulfiliment of the 
duwarmament treatecs that have been concluded and of 

the new disarmament agreements 1s needed as wcll 

In the unified Europe. a pan-European infrastructure for 

the coonoems. transport. energy. tcleccommunsncatoons 

and environmental protectson 1s required This alonc 
will be able to open up prospects for the castern lacndcr 

tO wee 1s POSTION at the gcographn center to retam its 

important advantages as an coonomac location 

Pan-European Structures are the best way to counter 

renathonalization. Federalism ard confederalism have 
the same effect. The Sovect U mon has embarked on such 
a path Every step that « takes on thes path Srings a 
closer to the united states of Europe 

(sermany. where the dca of federalssin os decply rooted 

and which abandoned power politics and the policy of 

predemimance and supenorty a long time ago and 

adopted the policy of shared responsibility. can play a 
decrssve role that  m keeping with ms standing m 
f urope 

In the vear 1991. during which the course for European 
unificatron well be set. we must prove thal we are capabic 
of Laceng up to the histor challenges. German respon- 
sibility must stand its test on solving thes future-onented 
task for a peaceful and free Europe 

State Secretary © jews lesue 

11 8060782491 Maneh SULEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 
mtrorman 3 Jun Yip 

“hen” report “State Seeretiry Koehler Visits Cros 

haches ] 

[Text] Bonn—Afier a talk that Horst Koehler, Bonn’s 
state secretary on the Finance Moenestry, had with Mikhael 
Grorhactes. the FRG Government assumes—acoording 
to opformaton ottarned by SUEDDelL TSCHE ZI. 

Tt Nd>—that Gorhachey well particupate m the London 

micernational coonome summmil mm a form that 1 om bene 

with protocol. Koehler, who went to Moscow at the order 
of the FRG chancellor ond the Finance Monisiry. garned 
the ompressson that the ovrei leadership wants to forge 
abcad wits its coonomic reform program with determ:- 
nation Crorhaches stressed that he will conclude the 
lt mon treaty wethen the neat few weeks. Koehler also 
gained the wmpreswon that the situation of the USSR 

halance of payment has improved shghtl and that 
therefor comsderatrons concerning multilateral reiet 

measures Should primarily focus on longer-term support 
measures Concerning the topics of bilateral negutiations 
hetwcen Bonn and Moscow. Kochler was assured that 
the USSR not interested mm confronting the FRC 
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Gaovecrament eith unrcalsin financial demanes m con- 

nector wath the premises of the Sovect Sem, m the 

tormer GDR 

Government Supports Frenck Disarmament Plan 

1 D02061 3 2891 Hamture DP 1 om Garman LI10GMTI 
i Jun ¥i 

{Teat] Bonn (DPA)}— The Feders! Government supports 
the French disarmament plan. it corresponds to the 
fundamental position of the Federal Governmeni and all 

its cflorts to stop the spread of mass desiruction wcapons 

workieinde and to limi passeng on conventional arms. 
Gsoverament Spokcsman Docter Sag 1 said to powrnalrsts 
mn Bonn 

Vogel also welcomed the French woellingness to sign the 
treaty on the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons. The 
foremgn policy spokesman of the Christian Democratic 
i mon bristian Social Umon Bundestag group. Kar! 
Lamers. demanded that as the last “official” nucicar 
power, Chine showkt now be regucsied to emulate the 

French sicy 

Bush Disarma.ce.t Plan Lacks ‘Right Priorities” 

40 2705131 °91 Hambore DIF UELT om German 

‘] Vay Vip 

[Fraz Worth commentary: “Bush's Plan” | 

[Test] For wenners, too, the most emportant obligation 
and lesson of a war rs to avond rts repetition In thes hight, 
the disarmament intiative. whech Presdent Bush pre- 

sented for the Middle East vesterday. « of a Sogical 
comustency It rs an honest and ambutrows plan. however, 

the reality of th.) world makes one fear that 1 wel! also be 
a tutele plan 

What makes thrs mmitiative so honorable 1s the followrng 
More than 80 percent of the wcapoms in the Middle East 
come from the “tig five” om the UN Sece aty Councd— 
the PRC. the USSR. the LU neted Mates. France. and 
(oreat Bretarn. Bush has coed on them to mmpose self- 

bmitaton A ‘ew months ogo these five countries 
show cd remarkablc solidarity om thew outrage agarnst 
Sad ‘am Husayn. lt must be dowtted, Sowever, that this 
loyalty ais carsts concerneng the drnarmament of the 
arms arsenals of thes regron The mtensty with whech 
( hona. for restance. contenucs to supply the Middle East 
with missiles and nuckear material. causes concern 

Thos grves rise to the neat qguestron How can one capect 
a country ke Ieract to lay down rs weapons, as bong as 
it es threatened by dictators all arownd who still retuse to 

officially end the state of war woth leraci” As long as thes 
situation contenucs, the lL anted Sates ms bownd by ots 

securty guarantee to leract 

These are the realtecs om the Meddle Eat. There 1 a0 

dowm that there are too mary weapons m this powder 

keg If they ore removed and notheng cle changes. one 
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country—namely Israel—will be turned over to its ene- 
mies. Therefore, George Bush's plan lacks, above all, the 
right priorities. It 1s necessary to change the political 
realities before the depressing military reality of this 
region can be changed with any prospects for success. 

President von Weizsaecker on Germany, Europe, UN 

AU0306143891 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
3 Jun 91 pp 24-28 

[Interview with President Richard von Weizsaecker by 
Wolfram Bickerich and Dirk Koch in the President's 
Office in Bonn; date not given: “We Can Share With 
Everyone™] 

[Text] [DER SPIEGEL] Mr. President, the parties are 
engaged in a heated discussion about whether and how 
the Bundeswehr can be used outside the NATO area. Is 
it really necessary for a united Germany's first contribu- 
tion to a new world order to be the readiness to send 
German soldiers to front lines all over the world” 

[Von Weizsaecker] The debate was caused by the Gulf 
war. It 1s unavoidable and legitimate, but ut does not 
answer the central questions of international politics and 
of Germany's contributions. In my view, the decisive 
issue 1s what the really important opportunities and tasks 
of the United Nations will be in the future. They do not 
lie in the military field. The most important LN body ts 
the Security Council; we may well stick with the term 
security, but we must not describe it with the knowledge 
of 1945 about what security means for the world, but 
with today’s knowledge. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Which 1s’ 

[Von Weizsaecker] The world’s security ts in acute 
danger because of overpopulation, hunger and misery, 
waves of refugees that are similar to the migration of 
peoples, and destruction of nature. The north-south 
division is not only a flagrant social injustice, but 1s 
increasingly becoming a real threat to security in the 
south and in the north as well. These are new problems 
of security, which the founders of the United Nations in 
1945 simply could not know. In addition, there 1s, of 
course, the task of ensuring respect for international law 
and the protection of the UN members against provoc- 
alive CACESSCS. 

The United Nations had to face up to the challenge of 
Saddam's act of violence. For the first time in its history, 
the Security Council acted in a clear, strong way, and 
with the unanimous consest of its permanent members 

Now it must use its proven capability to deal with new, 
big problems. This requires new insights and means. A 
repetition of the Gulf war in other parts of the world ts 
neither probable nor desirabic. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Was the operation justified” 

[Von Weizsaecker] The United Nations had to do some- 
thing. It acted by means of sanctions and with more 
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far-reaching authorization. The military preparations 
and the course of the Gulf war, however. took place 
without UN participation. The secretary general was 
asked for his help, again for the first time, when the issuc 
was the alleviation of suffering that had been caused by 
the war. That is how he himself described 11. 

{DER SPIEGEL] You mean the implementation, the 
actual war, was not legitimate? 

[Von Weizsaecker] The United Nations cannot claim a 
lack of legitimacy. It issued a mandaic. The actual power 
and the will for military action developed outside. How- 
ever, the future of the United Nations should not and 
will not be characterized by traditional security con- 
cepts, which are oriented toward military actions and 
power politics. 

[DER SPIEGEL] To come to the point—may the com- 
munity of nations use force”? 

[Von Weizsaecker] It must not look on passively if peace 
is violated and human rights are trampled upon. Onc 
dilemma remains, however. In particular the last war 

also produced or intensified terrible suffering. Those 
experiences are all the more important for future UN 
policy. That does not necessarily include a reform of the 
institutions and memberships. 

Of course, the current five permanent Security Counc! 
members are the world’s nuclear powers and have their 
own categories of power politics to consider. First, 
however, it 1s a matter of coming to a better under- 
standing with them about the aforementioned goals of 
the United Nations. These goals are already inherent in 
the special organizations and suborganizations of the 
United Nations. It 1s necessary to pul those topics on the 
agenda, giving precedence to those places where deci- 
sions are made: the Security Council and the General 
Assembly. 

[DER SPIEGE! | Some politicians want Germany to ect 
a permanent seat in the Security Council. 

{Von Weizsaecker] For us Germans it is currently not 
important to claim a permanent seat in the Security 

Council together with Japan, India, Nigeria, and Brazil 
For us it 1s much more important that Europe 1s working 
out a new conceptual contribution to the United 
Nations. If future political union in Europe manages to 
do that, we can be content with Europe's representaizon 
in the Security Council. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Then the question of whether and 
where the Bundeswehr will be used within or outside the 
United Nations might lose importance. 

[Von Weizsaccker] The question must be cleared up, but 
it tS not the central topic. Sometimes in our country 

discussions are held that adhere too much to the past 
way of thinking. On the one hand, there are ideals and 
traditional motives that argue for a complete military 
abstinence on the part of Germany in a pacifist spirit: 
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other forces are still trying to apologize for the fact that 
German soldiers were not involved in the Gulf war on 
the front lines. 

I think Germany and Europe were missing with concep- 
tual contributions during the preliminary stage of the 
Gulf war. In the Gulf war itself, Germany was probably 
not involved too little. It would be gratifying if sums that 
are not smaller than those spent by the four financial 
powers—namely the United States, Japan, Germany. 
and Saudi Arabia—on the Gulf war were provided in the 
future for the main goals of the United Nations that | 
mentioned, namely, the economic, social, and ecological 
security of the southern hemisphere. The better and 
more promptly the United Nations turns its attention 

toward the profound reasons of instability, the less 
needs to think of military actions. 

[DER SPIEGEL] If you, as president, had to decide—are 
you for the so-called blue helmet operations, where 
weapons are only used for self defense, or are you also for 
military operations as in the Gulf war? 

[Von Weizsaccker] As usual, because of my position, I do 
not comment on that issue, which will be decided by our 
parliament soon. However, | read with gratification that 
a member of the FRG Government said that green 
helmets are at least as rmporiant as blue helmets. 

[DER SPIEGEL] You mean Environment Minister 
Toepfer, who advocated nonmilitary tasks for the 
United Nations and proposed the establishment of ar 
“ecological intervention force.” Do you seriously see any 
chance that your ideas will gain ground in the United 
Nations and in the World Security Council, that in this 
way arguments based on reason or ethics will keep the 
upper hand in the conflict with power policy arguments 
of the five powerful countries in the Security Council? 

[Von Weizsaecker] That will take a long time and will 
meet with much resistance. | have just read the state- 

ments of a high-ranking US. diplomat that say that a 
reform of the UN statutes 1s actually impossible and the 
current situation in the Security Council 1s, in any case, 
satisfactory. Such statements are normal. New ideas, 
which we are discussing here, have developed siowly 
over 45 years. Their implementation in the UN statutes 
and practical work will take years and years. There will 
be severe setbacks, but the concept will change and gain 
ground. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Could you detail your suggestion” 
What do you think of the Stockholm initiative for 
reforming the United Nations, which proposes to give 
far more power to the UN secretary general and to curtail 
the powers of the five permanent members of the Secu- 
rity Council? Or should the UN be changed” 

[Von Weizsaccker] | do not believe that we need other 
bodies, but | think the Stockholm paper ts very helpful. 
The debates and decisions in the General Assembly and 
in the Security Council must go far beyond the topics 
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that are being discussed at the moment. Regional coop- 
eration is an important example. The EC proves that and 
so does the CSCE, even though it is still rather cumber- 
some. German foreign policy 1s actively promoting 
regional cooperation everywhere, from Central America 
to the ASEAN countries. With the help of regional 
agreements, the arms trade, disarmament, and security 
can be influenced in the spirit of the experiences gained 
with the European CSCE. 

Global economic cooperation is more effective if one 

does not have to deal with too many individual partners, 
some of whom are far too weak. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Let us take the current conflict in 
Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somalia. How docs one contem- 
plate UN intervention as long as there 1. no world 
government” 

[Von Weizsaecker] | do not think that one can provide 
an abstract procedure that applies to cach individual 
case, the problems are much too varied for that. | hope 
that the current negotiations—combined with large-scale 
offers of help—will lead to success. So far, it has been left 
too much to coincidence as to which of the big powers 
Starts solving such problems. The staff of the secretary 
general know the problems best. but he has neither the 
function nor the power to use the Security Council 
organs for that purpose on a binding basis. The Security 
Council faced up to Saddam's aggression. Why should 1 
not be able to combat the famine in Ethiopia, in Sudan, 
and in Somalia? This time, areas three times as large as 

during the great drought in 1984-85 and 10 times as 
many people are involved. 

[DER SPIEGEL] For that purpose the United Nations 
would need some means of enforcement, would have to 
be able to force countries, and impose sanctions to 
Strengthen its authority. 

[Von Weizsaecker] Sanctions are among the means of 
the United Nations. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Do you think that 11 would be possible 
to bring a dictator who has broken the rules of cocxist- 
ence to tral? 

[Von Weizsaecker}] Courts are an expression and conse- 
quence of common national or supranational authority, 
but hardly a means to gain such authority where it does 
Not Crist. 

[DER SPIEGEL] We learn from your statements that 
you want to expand the United Nations or the Security 
Council to become some sort of power that keeps the 
world in order. That also means that the United Nations 
may or must use force as the ultimate means—with or 
without German troops—and that there 1s something 
like a just war 

[Von Weizsaecker] The discussion about just wars has 
always been a problem. The nuclear age has finally made 
it completely nonsensical. In reality, we are not dealing 
with simple decisions about good and evil, but with 
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difficult ethical conflicts. May we passively permit tyr- 
anny, barbarism. and violations of law to occur” Can we, 
on the other hand, close our eyes to the destruction of 
life, nature, and culture that is caused by war’? Each 
specific situation faces us with the most difficult tests of 
our conscience. Those who bear responsibility must 
decide. It 1s good if they know what the poet T.S. Ehot 
meant by the words: “Acting 1s suffering.” because which 
conflict of peoples in the world makes i possible to act 
without becoming guilty” 

[DER SPIEGEL] That is fine from the philosophical 
point of view, but most politicians see the matter differ- 
ently. 

[Von Weizsaecker] Why does that have to be the case” 
The specific and personal responsibility 1s certainly no 
less valuable for the depth of an ethical experience than 
abstract thinking’ 

There are repeatediy situations in which the use of force 
1s unavoidable. in our times, however, declaring a war to 
be just and celebrating 1 with enthusiasm leads one 
astray. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Let us leave the term “just™ out. Who 
can give the United Nations or the Security Council the 
right to use force if necessary’ 

[Von Weizsaecker] Only its bodies themselves can do 
that. The most important thing 1s not to limit ourselves 
to this issue but to learn from experience—particularly 
from the Gulf war—and to free ourselves from being 
confined to the military concept of security. 

We are on the threshold of a new mobility. The cold war 
has been overcome. The big powers are engaged in 
successful negotiations on disarmament. The global 
arms trade 1s being attacked at least a bit more seriously 
than it has been until now. No country has accrued a real 
peace dividend in its account yet, but there are good 
prospects. The reputation of the United Nations has 
increased. Only rarely has there been as much scope for 
political leaders to think and act conceptually as there 1s 
today. That is needed all the more clearly and urgently. 

{DER SPIEGEL] What could a German contribution to 
helping the United Nations gain more social and devel- 
opment policy tasks look like’ 

[Von Weizsaecker] Germany is one of the economically 
strong countries, and Germany has an important voice 
in the EC. We have considerable influence on bringing 
about the successful conclusion of the so-called Uruguay 
round of GATT, which 1s of great importance for global 
development; on not permitting regional agreements 
that serve to establish economic fortresses; on making 
the financially strong industrial countries not subsidize 
their excessive agricultural production exports to third 
markets at the expense of poor developing countries, and 
On not permitting the big environmental conference in 
Rio in 1992—particularly the protection of the rain 
forests—to fail because of the short-sighted interests of 
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industrial countries. In all those spheres our greater role 
in the world is in much greater demand than in the 
military field. 

[DER SPIEGEL] With due respect. are we not too busy 
at the moment to manage German unification in polit- 
ical an? practical terms? Can and should we deal with 

domestic and international political goals at the same 
tume” 

[Von Weizsaecker] An all-European development made 
German unification possible. It 1s a great national and 
international task. What will happen to Europe and how 
it will behave in global terms—we have an important 
share in that, and it also has decisive effects on us. Even 
though we cannot deal with the various goals all at the 
same time, we can only deal with them by recognizing 
their internal context. 

[DER SPIEGE.j You have called on the former West 
Germans that now they must learn to share things with 
the East Germans. Sharing now also with the Third 
World” 

[Von Weizsaeccker] We are talking about long-term pros- 
pects. At the moment we are very busy with the imple- 

mentation of unification. The united Germany can be 
useful in Europe and globally only if i 1s relatively 
successful in handling its tasks at home. 

[DER SPIEGEL] We also need a new definition of the 
role of the new Germany in the world. 

[Von Weizsaecker] Not only do we need that in the 
world, but also at home and in Europe. United Germany 
16 Something other than a slightly fatter old FRG, in the 
same way as Europe is not simply the EC ennched by a 
few association treaties. No, at the moment, there 1s 
concern in western Germany that we might put some- 
thing at stake because of the unification for which we 
have worked hard. 

With the old FRG, for once in German history we were 
not only successful but also gained a good reputation in 
the world. Now, it 1s feared, unification 1s going to make 
everything more ornentated toward the East, that 1s, less 
linked to the West, less open and liberal. less integration, 
perhaps even renationalized? Such concerns are also 

hidden in the debate about the capital city. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Are such worrnes completely unjust- 
fied” 

[Von Weizsaecker] | am certain they are, if we really take 
seriously what our western constitutional principles. 
with their openness, their freedom, ata responsibility, 
really mean. We do not want to keep them to ourselves. 
Now, finally, we can share with all Europeans what we 
gained through close cooperation with the Western 
democracies—above all the Americans and the French— 
and for what the East had to wait for decades and still 
never stopped hoping for: precisely that freedom. For us 
in the West, too, this 1s a great enrichment and, at the 
same time, an opportunity to achieve a completely 
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different, specifically European stability than was the 
case during the cold war period. It can become a new 
chapter in European history, if we establish on our 
continent among ourselves the rules and institutions that 
we need for a stable European peace system. The old 
FRG was not able to do that, but the united Germany 
can make an essential contribution. These are Western 
ideas, applied to all of Europe. 

Alt the same time, it enables all of Europe better to come 
to terms with the problems of our time. none of which 
stop at the borders: The environment, the cconomy, 
transportation, energy, telecommunications—none of 
these problems can be solved any more on the purely 
national level. 

{DER SPIEGEL] With all due respect to your optimism. 
that sounds like a government statement. 

[Von Weizsaecker] Is that supposed to be a reproach” 
Optimism often ts only a question of the time frame 
Optimism can be a delusion if it only covers up the 
deficiencies of policy. If long-term goals and prospects 
are without optimism, however, one had better give 
them up. German and European unity involve longer 
periods than just one legislative period. 

[DER SPIEGEL] The question 1. whether there are not 
too many problems—just like the problems in the united 
Germany—on the path toward this Europe, which 1s 
finding itself again. Readiness to share 1s not particularly 
strong. Alienation 1s increasing rather than decreasing 
between the two parts of Germany. 

[Von Weizsaecker] Experience and practice of life sepa- 
rated us more strongly over the past decades than we 
realized. All that has now become clear. It 1s not a newly 

growing alienation, but the clearer realization of the 
difficulty of overcoming such alienation. Sharing 1s all 
the more important. It is not only a command in 
material terms, but, above all, it means sharing the other 
people's fate, being personally involved. noticing and 
tackling the big tasks together. 

[DER SPIEGEL] In Eastern Europe there 1s rather a 
reemergence of nationalism to be seen at the moment, 
which makes cooperation across borders more difficult. 

[Von Weizsaecker] The dictatorships forced many things 
together that are now striving to break apart in freedom 
That will all the more be the case if the success of the 
economic reform processes is too slow. The internal 
structure Cannot remain everywhere as 11 was, neither in 
Yugoslavia nor in the Soviet Union. That, however. only 
increases Our interest in long-term positive cooperation 
with the Soviet Union, because without a lasting contr- 
bution by the USSR there will not be stability in Europe 
The Soviet Union will need to have and will strive for 
sensible relations with the United States. It 1s also on our 
interest. Nevertheless, it will understand itself to be 
more a European state in the long run and act accord- 
ingly. We as Germans are particularly affected by this 
development, we are obligated to it, and are particularly 
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able to support 11, thanks to our irrevocable ties with the 
West—that 1s different now than 1 was in the past, when 
we were swinging back and forth between East and West 

[DER SPIEGEL] We do aot lke to defend the FRG 
Government, but in its relations with Eastern Europe ut 

1s indeed trying very hard to achieve a new cocxrstence 
The treaty with Poland ts practically concluded, the one 
with the CSFR 1s in the process of being drawn up. 

[Von Weizsaccker] That 1s good. The treaties are an 
expression of a situation that has changed positively. 

They require great strength from the leaderships. Just 
think of what Vaclav Havel expects his own people to 

accept to overcome the past. In our country, 100, people 

are expected to accept some things, and that has to be 
dealt with carefully, but 1 must be implemented. | am 
convinced that we will soon sign the treaties with Poland 
and the CSFR and we wall thus contribute to prospects 

for EC membership of those countries in the long run. 
Thus, we can use our freedom im a responsible and 
independent way in Europe. 

[DER SPIEGEL] You complained about a lack of far- 
sightedness among the politicians. In any case. Charles 
de Gaulle was far-sighted 30 years ago when he imagined 
a Europe that reached as far as the Urals. 

{Von Weizsaccker] It 1s good that you mention his name 
In 1987 in Moscow Gorbachev told me that De Gaulle 
has been the only Western European politician so far 
who really supported a vision for all of Europe. That was 
during a talk about the “European home.” 

The only part of that home that 1s func soning so far 1s 
the EC. But 1 1s not an end in itself. It was said by its 

intellectual fathers, above all Jean Monnet, from the 
very beginning. Therefore, we Germans, who are located 
in the center and who have caused and suffered so much 
disquiet, are in good company when we dedicate our 
unification to a new chapter of European history in the 
spirit of all of Europe. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Mr. President, thank you for this 
interview, 

Kohl Calls on EC To Support Reform States 

10 0306154859] Frankfurt/Main FRANAEFURTER 
ILLGEMEINE in German 3 Jun 91 p 3 

[Unattributed report: “Kohl: Support for Reform 
States” 

[Text] Bayerisch-Ersenstein, 2 June—Chancellor Kohl 
calls for more EC support for the reforms in Central, 
Eastern, and southeast Europe. On the occasion of the 
reopening of the 1 14-year old rail border crossing point 
of Bayerisch-E:senstein at the German-C7echoslovak 
border on Sunday [2 June], Kohl said that the people in 
the reform states need this help. He promised the reform 
states Born’s support im the reconstruction of their 
economy and the establishment of closer ties with 
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Western Europe. The chancellor announced the forma- 
tion of a joint commission for better cooperation 
between the regions on both sides of the border. Repre- 
sentatives of the regions close to the border, municipal 
bodies, and nongovernmental organizations should also 
participate in it. Special attention is to be paid to 
cross-border environmental protection. Kohl promised 
the expellees to include them in the German- 

Czechoslovak treaty on good neighborliness. After more 
than 40 years, the Bayerisch-Ersenach border railroad 
Station was again opened for cross-border traffic in the 
presence fo 20,000 visitors. As early as in 1877, the then 
new railroad line had given economic impetus to the 
region, Kohl said. 

NATO Strategic Doctrine Slow in Evolving 

YIP203514 Hamburg DER SPIEGEL in German 

27 May 9¥1 pp 26-27 

[U natinibuted article: “Classified Platutudes, NATO Sull 
Has No Strategy Concept. Only One Thing Is Clear: The 
Military Wants More Money™] 

| Text] After his visit to the White House, Helmut Kohl, 
chancellor of a Germany grown larger. once again gave 
vorce to his lack of self-doubt. “As long as this man is 
around,” he confided to his entourage and thumped his 
massive chest with his nght forefinger, “the Americans 
are not going to have any problems at all with the 
Germans.” 

The visitor from Bonn last week in Washington let no 
opportunity pass to dispel American suspicions that the 

Germans, preoccupied with the consequences of unifica- 
tion, could, with the end of the East-West conflict, 
somehow loosen their ties to the Americans and to 
NATO 

The debates about a European “security identity.” which 
had been set in motion by Bonn, had irritated the 
Americans. The victors of the Gulf war had been vigor- 
ously complaining in diplomatic demarches that the 

Europeans, particularly the French and the Germans, 
were attempting to edge the Americans out of Europe. 

The chancellor was concihatory. In public addresses, as 
well as in intimate fireside chats with President George 
Bush, Kohl praised NATO as the “irrevocable security 
linkage” between Europe and North America. The “sub- 
stantial presence” of American armed forces “on 

German soil” was “indispensible.” “My government.” 
assured Kohl, “will never allow the existing and time- 
tested Atlantic Alliance to be weakened in any way or to 
be replaced by an exclusively European structure.” 

In the area of security policy, the Kohl administration 
moves along once again following a familiar route— 
making it sweet for everybody: 

—The Americans are appeased with assurances of loy- 

alty to NATO 
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—The French will get an exchange of empty commu- 
nique phrases about the political union of Europe. 
including a “common defense.” 

—The British, who don’t want to hear of an EC “defense 
identity,” but who have recently rediscovered the 
long-hibernating “West European Union” [WEU] asa 
link to NATO, will be given command of a new NATO 
intervention force. 

—The Soviets and the new democracies of Eastern 
Europe will serve Bonn as brokers ter a still nebulous 
“Pan-European Security System™ under CSCE aus- 
pices. 

An advisor to Minister of Foreign Affairs Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher explained this foreign policy toadying by 
pointing to the “diffuse landscape at the end of the Cold 
War.” NATO had lost its perceived threat and needed a 
new justification for its existence. The search for a new 
one, complained Genscher, was made difficult because 
NATO strategic planners “were still trying to answer 
tomorrow's questions with yesterday's responses.” 

A reform of NATO strategy was boldly announced last 
July, one which would “take account of the revolu- 
tionary changes in Europe.” The Alliance, at its London 
summit meeting. mMagnanimously extended “the hand of 
friendship” to the East Bloc. 

By as curly as this summer, according to the optimistic 

project guidelines, a new summit was to promulgate the 
future NATO defensive concept as the “firm foundation 
of a European security architecture” (Kohl). Yet nothing 
came of the move: the ceremonies have had to be 
postponed until November. 

About the only thing clear so far, 1s that the new “crisis 
management” being cobbled together by NATO plan- 
ners will cost a great deal of money—there 1s no talk any 
longer in Brussels of a “peace dividend.” And the 
traditional threat perception is still fixed in people's 
minds: the erstwhile enemy, the Sovict Union, “the 
tottering giant in the east of Europe” (to cite one NATO 
general), is now termed “risk factor number one™ insicad 
of the “threat.” 

In their search for new mussions, the Gulf war played 
into the hands of the strategic planners at precisely the 
right moment. Riding high ever since then are the 
proponents of a “strategic, air-mobile reaction force” 
(Rapid Reaction Force-RRF) for deployment along the 
“periphery” of NATO) territory. 

Since there 1s little Wkelihood of “hostile imtentions” 
(NATO jargon) along the northern flank against Norway, 
there remains only one deployment a*ca for the new 
reaction force: the crisis region of the Near East. 

After weeks of in-house frictions and time-consuming 
telephone calls to his British colleague Tom King. 
German Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg last week 
conceded command of the NATO intervention force to 
the former colonial power, Great Britain. The Germans 
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were al first reluctant because they suspected that the 
British wanted to draw the Bundeswehr into deploy- 
ments of a type not yet sanctioned by the constitution. 

Now the Germans are maintaining that the new rapid 
intervention force 1s responsible solely for present 
NATO territory. Furthermore, that they they have a 
right of codetermination since German officers are also 
members of the relevant NATO deployment staff. 

Yet the British appear to be obsessed with putting 
western reaction forces under British command. Thus 
the Tory government in London sought to persuade its 
partners that the nine member states of the WEU should 
also establish their own intervention formation in addi- 
tion to the NATO reaction force. “An absurb idea.” said 
one Stoltenberg advisor, “no minister of finance 1s going 
to approve even one red cent for two kinds of forces.” 

Behind closed doors, the British also drew up an inge- 
mously calculated bill: they wanted to assign the rem- 
nants of the Rhine Army in Germany to the new NATO 
formation and have ut financed from the Brussels war 
chest. More than half of the NATO budgct, however, 1s 
met by the Federal Republic where these troops are 
stationed. 

To field the Rapid Reaction Force, the first thing the 
NATO military will want 1s more moncy: To be able to 
transport weapons, munitions, and troops quickly to the 
“periphery.” the Alliance will need new arrcraft and 
ships. 

While the NATO bureaucrats are already hard at work 
on details of the estimated requirements for troops and 
material, the defense and foreign ministers, who are 
mecting this week, are still without a strategy concept. 
Their negotiators have still not succeeded in drawing 
conclusions from the end of the cold war between East 
and West and the hot war in the Gulf area. 

They have not been able to come up with more than 
vague gencralizations. Not much more than platitudes 
are to be found in a classified NATO document. So, 
included among future missions of the Alliance, are 
deterrence of possible aggressors and the assurance of 
defense against “any form of threat™ to NATO territory 
or to a NATO member state, preservation of the “stra- 
tegic balance within Europe.” with “particular reference 
to the military potential of the Sovict Union.” 

In addition, the 16 Western allies intend to establish a 
new “transatlantic consultative body” and thus make a 
“contribution” toward assuring “stable security” im 
Europe. No one country would be capable of intimi- 
dating another, of putting 1 under pressure or “achiev- 
ing hegemony by the threat of force.” 

One man, whom Bonn would never have suspected, the 
American NATO supreme commander, [General] John 
Galvin, during a closed meeting in carly May, had praise 
for Genscherism. If the notion of “cooperative security 
structures” did not already exrst, said the U.S. general 
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concerning Genscher's ideas on the new East-West rela- 
tionship, they would have to be invented 

Galvin’s thinking goes even further: To the ambassadors 
of the NATO countries he made a plea for “operational 
cooperation™ with the Sovict Army in the event of 

threatening conflicts with Third World countries. Why 
could NATO not invite officers from the collapsed East 
Bloc to its staff college at Oberammergau” 

Measures Promised Against Arab Boycott of Israel 

LD0306201691 Berlin ADN in German 1923 GMI 

3 Jun 91 

[Text] New York (ADN}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl has 
told the American Jewish Commiutice that Germany wil 
support a uniform set of regulations within the European 
Community to prevent the Arab boycott of Isract. If a 

consensus 1 not possible within the EC. the Federal 
Government will rssuc its own Conditions for German 
firms, Kohl said in a letter to David Harris, vice- 
president of the New York-based organization 

Kohl was reacting to a letter from Harris in which he 
asked what steps Bonn 1s gomg to take to prevent 
German firms from sticking to the embargo placed on 
Isracl by the Arab states. The majority of Arab countries 
insist that their trade and business partners sign a 
boycott statement against Isracl. Kohl said in his reply 

that the necessary legislative steps for an antiboycott 

regulation has already been introduced in Germany 

Soviet Spokesman Denies Honecker Asylum Granted 

LD0306162191 Berlin ADN in German S11 GMI 

S$ Jun 91 

[Text] Moscow (ADN)}—The head of the state citizen- 
ship division of the Secretariat of the USSR Supreme 
Soviet, Nikolay Smelov, has denied the claim of former 
GDR state and party chief Enoch Honecker that he has 
been granted political asylum im the Soviet Union 

Smelov today told the agencies INTERFAX and RIA 
that this information did not correspond to the tacts 

One can only say that political asylum has been granted 

if there was a decree to that effect by the president of the 
USSR. The Supreme Sovict has not received an official 
application from Honecker or any other person 

In an ADN interview Honecker said that, at his request, 

he had been granted political asylum in the Sovict 
Union. For this he was very grateful to the “Sovict 
comrades.” 

Official’s *Embrace’ of Li Peng Criticized 

LD0306150891 Hambure DPA in German 1410 GMI 

3 Jun 91 

[Text] Bonn (DP A}—Reports concerning the behavior of 
Sicgiried Lengl, Bonn state secretary im the Ministry of 
Economic Cooperation, during his visit to Beying, have 
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been met with outraged protest from the Social Demo- 
cratic Party [SPD] and the human mghts organization 
Amnesty International. If 1 1s true that Lengl embraced 
Chinese Premicr Li Peng. then this 1s scandalous and 
warrants his resignation, Uwe Holtz (SPD). chairman of 
the development aid commitice, sand Monday. Li Peng 
was, after all, accused of bearing the greatest share of 
responsibility for the massacre during the student dem- 
onstration on 4 June 1989. 

Government Spokesman Dicter Vogel responded care- 

fully to the reports about Lengl. saying that first the 
return of the state secretary had to be awaited. so he 
could comment on the matter himself, Lengl 1s cxpected 
back in Bonn Monday evening. 

The German section of Amnesty International said 11 1s 
totally incomprehensible that China was treated so oblig- 
ingly by representatives of the federal government. 
despite continuing human mnghts violations. Such a 
“policy of toadying.” 1s, on view of the serrous crimes of 

the Chinese leadership in the suppression of all opposi- 
tion, as inappropriate as it 1s damaging. sand Amnesty 
International. It casts doubt on the repeatedly stressed 
determination of the federal government to come out 
strongly in support of cause of human nights 

According to a report from Chinese television, Lengl 
grected Li Peng with a warm embrace. He was also 
quoted as saying that “the present stable situation in 
China impressed” him. Lengl was in Beying leading a 
delegation from the Ministry of Economic Cooperation 
to negotiate about Bonn development aid for 1991. Aid 
had been frozen following the bloodbath on Tiananmen 
Square. A Bundestag decision in autumn of 1990 lifted 
most of the sanctions against China. 

PFLP Members Sentenced for Bombing Trains 

L.D0306132291 Hambure DPA in German 1230 GM1 

3 Jun 9l 

[Excerpts] Frankfurt (DPA)—Palestinian § terrorists 
Hafiz Qasim Husayn, 47 and ‘Abd al-Fattah Ghadanfar. 

50). were sentenced to 15 and 12 years’ imprisonment, 
respectively, by the State Protection Senate of Frankfurt 
Higher Regional Court today. They were sentenced for 
attempted murder, and violations of the war arms con- 

trol law and the explosives law. 

The accused, members of the Syria-based Palestinian 
terror organization PF LP [Popular Front for the Liber- 
ation of Palestine] carried out on 31 August 1987, and 26 
April 1988. two explosives attacks against US. military 

transport trains in Lower Saxony. [passage omiticd] 

The court learned that the accused had been staying in 
the Federal Republic since 1987. They were instructed to 
set up a branch organization of the PFLP on German 
soil. The purpose of this organization was to carry out 
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explosives attacks on “oepqort of the Palestinian “libera- 
toon struggle”. Targets of the attacks were primarily US. 
military establishments in the Federal Repulbic. [pas- 
sage omitted] 

CDU/CSU Drafts Paper on Asylum Seekers 

110306115391 Hambure WELT AM SONNTAG 

in German 2 Jun 91 p 2 

[J.K™ report: “New Record Number of Asylum Seckers 
Possible] 

[Text] Hamburg—The tendency toward an increased 
number of asylum seckers continued in the first four 

months of 199] 

By the end of April. about 60,000 asylum seckers— 

mainly trom Yugoslavia, Turkey. Romania, and lran— 
arnved in Germany. The number of asylum seckers 
during the same period last year was $4,000. This 1s an 
mcrease of YS percent. Thus, the record number of 

193.063 asylum seekers of the year 1990 might be 
surpassed 

The most recent figures appear in the draft of a paper 

prepared by the working group “internal affairs” of the 

Christian Democratic Union/Christian Social Union 
Bundestag group. headed by the spokesman for domestic 
issucs. Johannes Gerster, on the topic “foreigners 
asylum seekers and German resetilers.” The 59-page 
paper, which has not yet been published and which 1s 
available to WELT AM SONNTAG. #5 intended as an 
and for decrssonmaking and as a guideline for the Bund- 
cstag group and the government 

“We must take servously the rising concerns of the 
ciuzens.” the analyses stresses. “The increasing annoy- 
ance of many citizens about shortcomings in administra- 
tive and legal proceedings and about massive abuse of 
our asylum law cannot be ignored.” 

The paper advocates the abolition of the work ban for 

asylum seckers. It contains the following passage: “The 
work ban for asylum seekers mtroduced by the Social 
Democrats in 1981 has not proven efficient and will be 
abolished. The hope that a work ban would reduce the 
desire of asylum seckers to enter the FRG, which would 
lead to a decline in the abuse of our asylum law, has not 
been fulfilled. In connection with the planned amend- 
ment to the Law to Promote Employment, the work ban 
for asylum seckers will be abolished in agreement with 
the coalitron agreement.” 

The paper also stresses: “The CDU/CSU group rejects 

the introduction of a communal right to vote for foreign- 
on 
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Kohl, Industralists Meet on Reconstruction 

LD0406091391 Hamburg Di i in German 0841 GMT 
4Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA)}—The competent federal munis- 
ines intend to draw up interim reports on the “Eastern 
Upturn Jomt Foundation.” Thes announcement was 
made by Chancellor Helmut Kot’ »2 Bonn Tucsday at 
the seventh economics talks with :ndustrialists and pol- 

ticians on the situation in castern Germany. The con- 
ferences take place in the new laender. 

Kohl suggested the industrialists from western Germany 
appoint commussioners [verantworthiche] for the new 
laender, taking as their model the former Berlin repre- 
sentatives [beauftragic]. “They should make concen- 
trated efforts to step up sales of casters German prod- 
ucts.” Kohl said. 

He asked the industrialists “to use every sensible oppor- 

tunity to safeguard old jos or create new ones and thus 
keep unemployment as jow as possible.” Kohl said that 
the increasingly successful work of the Trust Agency was 
among the encouraging progress made in the past few 
months. Meanwhile, it had privatized over 1,600 indus- 
tnal enterprises and opened up an invesimert potential 
of nearly 60 billion marks. Over 400,000 jobs had been 
secured. [passage omitted] 

Kohl Comments on Hamburg Election ?erformance 

L.D0306122291 Hambure DPA in Germoe 1149 GMT 
¥ Jun 9! 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA}—Chancellor Helmut Kohi of the 
Christian Democratic Union [(CDU] has said that the 
poor performance of his party in Hamburg was duc in 
part to “unnecessary quarrels” within the Bonn coali- 
tion. Noting the loss of votes by the Free Democratic 
Party in Hamburg. eh! sand Monday in Bonn that the 
“quarrels” in the Bone alhance were also damaging the 
Free Democrats. 

Even so, the Chancellor and CDU chairman expressed 
confidence that the Bonn alliance will hold together until 
the electron year of 1994. [passage omitted] 

Despite his party's continuing loss of votes in landtag 
elechons, Kohl affirmed he would “not dream” of 
changing the “fundamental course” of the party. In 
particular, government policy in the new lacnder was 
“absolutely nght™. [passage omitted] 

Conditions Specified for Coalition With SPD 
110306133391 Hambure BILD AM SONNTAG 

in German 2 Jun 91 pp 2-3 

[Interview with Economics Minister Juergen Moclle- 
mann by Fredemann Weckbach-Mara, place and date 
not given: “Moeliemann: Touchstones for Coalition 
With the SPD" ] 

FBIS-WFEL -91-107 
4 June 1991 

[Text] [Weckbach-Mara] Is the new chairman of the 
Social Democratec Party of Germany [SPD]. Bjoern 
Engholm, the sustable coalition partner for the Free 
Democratic Party of Germany [FDPT’ 

[Mocliemann] We have a coalition partner and are not 
looking for a new onc. If Engholm 1s looking for a 
partner, he would have to take into conesdecration the 

following: In the same way Helmut Kohl realized and 
used the chances and challenges of German unity with 
good political pudgment. Bjoern Engholm would have to 
prove as SPD leader that he cannot only smile bul also 
lead. If a decisson has to be made in 1994, and if | am 
FDP leader at thes point, Bjoern Engholm must specify 
the SPD's position on the most mmportant political 
issucs. 

[Weckbach-Mara] What issues” 

[Mocliemann] In foreign policy, first of all, 1 expect 
Engholm to support a reform of the EC whach increases 
its Competences and to renounce socialrst nonseliers such 
as economic planning. but also a general speed limit and 
the ban on cigaretic advertising. Second, the resolution 
on blue berets 1s not sufficient. We cxpect the SPD's 
consent to a more far-reaching amendment to the con- 
sistution. The Bundeswehr must in the future participate 
in UN missions adopted by the Security Council to 
safeguard peace and human rights. Thes mncludes mili- 
lary operations. 

[Weckbach-Mara] What about the cconomuc policy” 

{Mocliemann] The SPD leadership must clearly support 
a market economy in the whole of Europe. We expect its 
approval of a reduction of taxes for entreprencurs to 
create equal chances for German companies in European 
competition. The SPD must join our calls for more wage 
and price discipline. Next year wages and salarics as well 
as prices Must Not rise to the same extent as in 199! 

[Weckbach-Mara] What clse’ 

{Mocliemann] The SPD must be ready to adopt a joint 
energy policy. New power plants are being built along 
Germany's borders. This might have the bitter conse- 
quence one day that, first, we might have to import 
electricity, and second, that we might not be able to 
influence safety regulations there. Finally, 1 expect Eng- 
holm to clearly renounce the SPD's demand for obliga- 
tory insurance for the event of nursing care. Every 
person 1s obliged to take out insurance but 1 1s up to him 
how and where he does that. 

[Weckbach-Mara] If the SPD fulfills these conditions, 
will there be an SPD-FDP coalition in 1994” 

[Mociiemann] This 1s not our problem. If Engholm 
wants closer ties with the FDP, he must prove that the 
coalition in Rhincland-Palatinate was a complete renun- 
cation of Red-Green adventures. The acid test will be 
whether the SPD will form a coalition with the FDP after 
landtag elections in Schieswig-Holstein. 
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[Weckbach-Mara] Is the Bonn government coalition 
with the Christian Democratec Unon/Christian Social 
Umon [(CDU/CSU] doomed to failure” 

[Mociiemann] No. the Bonn coalition 1s beticr than its 
reputation. With the Jount Action Program for Recovery 

in the East. the coalition will capenence an upswing next 
year 

[Weckbach-Mara] Would the FDP support a CDU/SPD 
candidate Johannes Rau as a successor for President 
Weirsaccker”’ 

[Mociiemann] | cxpect the other partics to seck agree- 
ment with us on the candidate for the 1994 presidential 

elections. We do not feel bound by statements about the 
alleged agreement between Kohl and the SPD—quitc the 
contrary. Such agreements in advance would be a prov- 
ocation for us 
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Hamburg Free Democratic Party Refuses Coalition 

LDO3060201991 Bertin ADN on German 1924 GMT 

3 Jun 41 

{Excerpt} Hamburg ( ADN}—Following the uncipectedly 
large clecthon vectory of the Social Democrats, Hamburg 
will on future be ruled by an caclusively Socral Demo- 

cratc Party [SPD] Senate. Thes announcement was 
made to the press mn Hamburg on Monday by Mayor 

Henning Vischerau aficr a sessson of the SPD Land 
Exccutive. * > hes regret. the leadership of the Hamburg 
Free Democratic Party has “wath great ngidity™ refused 
the offer of continuing the former governing coalition 
Voscherau wants the Senate to be constituted and the 
government statement rssucd before the summer recess 
of the land parhament [passage omuiticd] 
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Giscard on Planned Nuclear Arms I reaty Signing 

1 DOS00084291 Paris France-inter Radw Netaor 

mm Freenh 0000 GUT 4 Jun 9! 

[ Teat) The French drsarmament plan 1s welcomed by the 
international community. Presdent Gcorge Bush sent a 
message to Mir Mitterrand to congratulate him on his 
decrson to sign the Nuchkear Nonprotifcration Treaty 
The treaty dates back to 1968 Unt now. France has 
always refused to sign the treaty mm the name of is 
independence As Valery Guscard d'Estaing cxplained 
yesterday. conditions are not the same today 

[Begin Cuscard dEstamg recording} | am im favor of 
France signing the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 
When | was presedent of the Republic I had considered 
signing it. bul the crrcumstances at the time were not 

right. as vou know, thes treaty represented the possibility 

of a certam control over the development of our own 

deterrent force at a time when East-West tensions madc 
it umperative for us to hold to total independence and to 
tull control of our decrssons and our technology In the 
new corcumstances m which we find ourselves. | agree 
with the decison to sign the Nuclear Nonproliteration 
Treaty | hope we well succeed mm reaching sufficient 
concrete and operatronal measures so as to be able to 

actually respect the great intentions we have announced 

jend recording) 

Venesucta’s Perez Comments on New F conomic Order 

P4Uslos 194891 ( avacas lenecolana de Toleviaon 

Nermord on Spanish 0000 GMT 31 May 91 

[Report by Diana lturriza trom Parrs] 

[Text] Pressdent Carlos Andres Perez has arrived im 

Pars. France. the next stop on the European vis to 
promote a diloguc on of, Venezvuctan cxaports and a 

just and new imternatronal coonomn order The tN 
Educatronal, Screnteiixc and Cultural Organization 
{i NESCO) was hes first stop The Spanish director of 
LNESCO) General Federmo Mayor, who visited ( ar 
acas last year, weloomed the Venczuctan president Aficr 
Mayor spoke Perez read hes specch. entitled The New 

Postwar Order and the Decade of International Law 

The presedent began by saying that the wounds of the 
recent Cull war are stell open and that the current 
structure of the mnternatronal system requires a com 

nation of prudence with daring in order to analyze the 
problems of unterest to mankind The Venezuctan pres. 
ident demanded that the United Nations cxpand the 

Jdecrsson-making process on arcas related to guarantocing 
peace and international security There « no time to 
hese crther the new order s defined of ut will be defined 

bh a umpolar power the president stressed § ( arios 

Andres “erey endorsed postwar discussions on a new 

international cconomn order. not hased on the greater 

mfuence Washington may have. but on a new. widely 
accepted legal structuring of leaderhip. as well as on 

collective leadership to provide supranational solutions 

FBIS-WEL 91-107 
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[Begin Perez recordyng] There ss no ume to bose. Enther 
the ncw order 1s defined now. or it will be defined by the 
umpolar powcr. duc to unchallenged gravitation caused 
by the sacuum that the entcraational community, would 

be createng The Meddie East conflict contunucs to be the 
obycct of new and mayor decrsons that will define peace 

m the world of settle conflicts that nobody = nae 
cnough to consider scttied [scnicnce as beard) The 
solutvon to the Arab-Istach conflt = the bev to the 
overall soluivon of world balance The maticr ns not jus 

decoding how to resolve thes conflict, but also who wall 
and through what medsateon To conclude. from that 
Sandpomt. tn clear that regronal mutiatives whech may 

be adopted as soluthoms to the aforementioned comsdet- 

ations would always be lenked to the reasons of peace 

and permanently teed to the precept thal repects war asa 

means of solving current disputes fend recording! 

Aficr mecting mayor French business personalitics 

including Lyonnane des Eaux company President 
Jerome Monod the presedent went to the Luxembourg 

Palace. seat of the French Senate There. he had a private 

mecting with Senate Presedent Alam Poher Alse at that 
meeting was (Theerrys de Montmal) dire tor of the 
French Institute of Foresgn Relations 

Presademt Peres held a mews contercnce om the Senate at 
the request of Pare major news media To conclude his 
actrvitees. be gave a lecture entitled Laten America. 

Europe Integration and Interdependence One of the 
presedent’s most important activites tomorrow will be 
hes meeting with French Prosedent Francon Mitterrand 

at 1100 at the Elysee Palace The two pressdents will 
certamntly drscuss the pownts that will be discussed during 
the mmformal mecting of off producer and comsumer 
natroms. whech will be held here on | and 2 July 

Police Launch \nti-t TA Operation in Southwest 
1 dwt? 840! Vadred RNE 1 Radw Networt 
m Np "yaaWl * Jon Vl 

Dasved Morales report trom Pars ™ 

[Excerpt] The poloe operatron against the ET A [Basque 

Fatherland and Liberty | commando. which perpetrated 
the Vn massacre reached southwestern France this 

evenmng tn a deployment of ts security and forces and 
border guards trench authorities have managed to 
arrest at least on alleged members of the ETA group 
Thes «s the news we have now. The events took place m 
( yhowre. and our correspondent om the French capial. 
Dased Morales now reports 

|Morales| Sia people armong them two Spaniards. have 
been arrested as alleged ET A members Thes 1s the result 
of a huge operation launched this crening by French 
pole om two towns near St. Jean de Luz Sokoa and 
(ibowre close to the Spanrsh border In Crboure a 

special assault group had toe clomb the front of a burkding 
to enter the apartment «where the alleged ETA members 

were The sii people arrested) who are berg questroned 
at the moment hy French podecal poloe. porn the two 
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who were arrested mm a semular operation laut Thursday 
by French security forces for thew lnks with Wednes- 
day's attack on a Civil Guard barracks m Vic. Barcelona. 
im which nine people decd. [passage omuticd] 

* Acrospatiale, BB Create Helicopter GIE 
VIESOTSSC Pares LIBERATION om French 

> May Yipis 

[Artictle by Galles Bridicr] 

[Text] Acrospatiale 1s back om the news, but thes tome not 
to greet the French Army. whech used os behoopters 
during the war on the Gulf, or to emphasize the silence of 
Irag’s Exocet missiles. whose performance was scarcely 
brihant and about which has not ict oul a peep 

With ats German counterpart MBB |Mewerschmoidt- 
Bolkow-Blohm] of the Darmiecr firm. the company has 
just formed an coonomic mtcrest group (GIE) to bud 
both military and civihan belcopters The partnership 
goes way back. They already work closely together on 
Airbus, but also im the Euromrsiles group and on 
satellites Operations of thes type on a European sale are 
hol so nuMcrous that thes are mot deserving of mention 
In the long run. thes GIE. Eurocopter International. m 
which the two companies will participate SSO. well 
evolve. Acrospatiale and MBB will sct up an actual 
holding. Eurocopter, Inc. then sulveediarize thew active- 
tees on the manufacture of such a:rcraft and crown the 
two companies thus created by the new holding In 
addition, the GIE will itself be turned into a corporation 
im order to become a third sulysediary of the holding In 
the long run, the French and German enterprises will 
have merged thew hehocopter divrsons in a European 
company. hke Matra and the Brotrsh Marcon: in space oF 
Alsthom and the Briutrsh GEC on energy and transporta- 
thon 

The romance has moved very slowly however and taken 
1? years to matenalize Discusssons on the arrcraft 
serving as a bases for the agreement (the Tigre, to be 
delivered to the French and Grerman Armies starting on 

FRANCE "9 

1998) date from 1974’ Over thes same pened. other 
paralic! discusssons have praceeded betecen Parn and 
Bonn concerning Cooperation on a future beas) tank 
France had better technology for behcopters. Grermany 
tor tanks. Cooperation on the tank was finally shan 
doned along the way Germany was dragging is fect on 
technology transfers. The hehcopter propect nearly fell 
apart several tomes. The two staffs could not agree on a 
common dcfinitson for the aircraft. budgets sct up by the 
governments were too stingy. and so on. The two enter. 
prises warted wntel 1987 to come together on an muita! 
agreement mm pronceple and «ft took two more years to 
have the first development contract. plus another two to 
give turth to a GIE’ 

In the meantome. they stood by and watched thew mam 
rival, the Amerecan Sikorsky of the . nrted Technologies 
— gun a foothold im Europ: by buying mito the 

twsh Westland. an allegiance of London to Wash 
ington that shook British publx oprmeon However sem 
that ume, the American firm. whech did not derive all 
the anticipated advantages. has taken a healthy bead 

During the same period. other manufacturers. bed by the 
ltahan Agusta and the Dutch Fokker. treed to reorganize 
around another European aircraft. the Tonal touted as 
the nval to the French4icrman bheloopter. but the 
proyect wa. shandoncd 

Acrospatialc and MBB planned to sct up the EF urocoptcr 
Inc. holding before the end of lat vear With a five 
month delay they decided to go through an intermediak 
stage before creatong the holding (on whech Acrospatiak 
will have 60 percent of the shares and MBB 40 percent) 
International structures definitely have troutkk 
emerging. but Acrospatiaic. along with MBB. capects to 
solidity ts hold on an arca mm whch of os the beading 
world caporter, with 3) percent of the market Together 
the two companecs represent sales of 10 ballon francs (7 

bullon for the French) employ 12 000) persons and hay« 
enough orders on the books for the neat two and a hall 

years. As carly as 1994 they well he putteng out arrcratt 
to replace the CGraretics. Ecurcwils, and other Fennecs 
then Dauphins and Super Pumas. cother by themecty es 
or with other partners. particularly Westland of Agusta 

mvited along for the tour 
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* Statistics Institute Reports Population I rends 

VIESOTI A Rome LA REPUBBLIC 1 im lalhan 

Apr vip 

[Artacte by Laura Lorenz: “Goodbye to the City. They 
Are Croung Back to the Towns” ~ first paragraph «ws LA 
REPU BBLIC A introduction] 

[Text] Maly 1s abandoning the large cities and 1s having 
fewer children. but people are living longer 

Rome—t ver fewer children. The ltahans are continuing 
to have few children, beading slowly bui mecvorably 
toward zero growth. We are few and we are old: The 
av crage age 1s contenually rrsing. This 1s what 1s shown by 
the latest data released by ISTAT [Central Statestecs 
Institute]. from which confirmation of another tendency 
also emerges the onc linked to deurbanization, that 1s. to 
departure from the large centers and the tig cities toward 

small towns. Hence a fhght from the cities: Not that Italy 
ss “rurahzing’—i 1% not mio the country that the 
ltahans are escaping. bul rather into medsum to small- 
size towns that are more livable, more surtable for 
human berngs than the metropolises. This 1s a tendency 
that has been growing for quite some time now. one that 
was first noted in 1981. so that « was 10 years ago when 
the first warning signs appeared of thes flight to the 
towns 

The littl centers are getting crowded while the large 
cries continue to lose mmhabitants. Let us look at the 
figures In 1990 the populatio.. of Itahan metropolises 
numbered 17,890,000. equal to 41 percent of the total 
population. In the preceding year. however, the eunhabu- 
ants of the large cites were more numerous: 17.951 000, 
as compared with 39 848.000 (69 percent) for the other 

communities 

But thes tendency 1 not uniform for the whole country 
italy, even on the demographic level, 1s once again split 
m two, divided in half between the north and the south 
Whale om fact mm the center-corth the tendency to leave 

the large cities involved a $2 percent diminutron om the 
urban population, on the contrary. in the southern arcas 
an merease was recorded The metropolises of the south 
as a maticr of fact welcomed about 6.000 more mmhabit- 
ants, whereas Rome. Milan, Turin. Florence. and 
Bologna lost about 68.000 of them citizens In all. there- 
fore, there were about 66.000 ltahans last vear who 
decided to leave fumes. traffic jams. pollutron, stress. 

and the hard work of the metropolrs for a more peacetul, 
calm, and restful life om the provinces. Thes tendency, 
thes new model. im the opmmon of the demographers 1s 
fated to become more pronounced in coming years 

We come now to another tiem of intcresting data among 
those released by our statrstecal mnetitutc. and that 1s the 
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information concerning the low birth rate and the fact 
that the Itahans are « ontemuing to have few children. and 
because of thes the much feared zero growth 1s lying mm 
wast. The overall population has mercased. but to a very 
weak degree (about 2.8 per thousand) Here are the 
figures om detail Up to 31 December 1990. $73.569 
habees were born in Italy. as Compared with the 568265 
of the preceding year. Thes variablc. combined with the 
number of deaths and with the “act balance” of mugra- 
hon movements (positive by 128 800 undivsduals) made 
the Itahan population pass from $7.576.000 mhabutants 
m 1989 to $7,739,000 last year, A rather lomied 
mecrease, as we sand above. that confirms a substantial 
stability om the balance between live berths and the 
number of deaths: In comsequence. average age 1s des- 
tined to mecrease also. 

With regard to natural population movements. the resull 
obtained by subtracting births from deaths passed from 
38.711 endiveduals in 1989 to 44.018 last vear, bul once 
again what happened mm the north and the center 1s very 
different from what happened im the south Figures that 
are highly differentiated between the two real situations 
im thes Country return once more to make evident the 

eternal and glaring contradictions that seem ever more 
impossible to cure with the passing years 

From a more careful analyses of the data reicased yes 
terday by the Central Statestecs Instvtute ft cmerges mm 
fact that while thes “result” os negative above the Gar 
ghano [boundary between Lazso and Campania regions} 
(menus 70.251 individuals, resulting from 401.475 borths 
and 371.726 deaths), thes mdicator mw reversed and 
becomes positive (plus 104.269 yndiv duals) on the south 
where as compared to 272.094 babies born, 167.825 
persons deed. A total of 46,555,000 mhabitants live on 
the center and the north, while according to the latest 
data those om the south amount to 21,184,000 

The demographic imbalances that are showing wp in thers 
country m recent years are considerably influcnoed by 
mugrational flows that are affecting Haly and other 
natrons considered wealthy. Our country. let us 
remember, has almost 1,000,000 ummigrants from out 
side the Community. We are also the nation that holds 
the negative record for births, with a population that is 
consequently getting older at a growing rate It has been 
calculated that within five years the number of those 
above 60 years of age will exceed the number of young 
persons under 20 years of age Fewer children, but also a 
longc. life span, a healthrer population, one afflicted 
with fewer iinesses. Bul to the mcrease on old persons 
there corresponds, as we mentioned. a diminution in the 

forces of those of a working age. These tendencies arc 
going to present very difficult challenges, among them 
the reform of the social security and health system and a 
new arrangement of the labor market 
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Peace Talks Possible 
LDOQ062 24991 Lashon RDP Commercaal Radw 
Network in Portuguese 2100GMT 2 Jun 91 

[Text] Maputo admuets the posstulsty of Portugal meds- 
atong future peace talks. Speaking on bes arrival m 
Lisbon. the Mozambucan defense menistcr, General 
Alberto Chipande. saed that hrs govermment accepted the 
dca that all those who want peace can contribute 

directly of enderectly to the talks. Chepande on a 
four-day officsal veset to Portugal to promote the devel- 
opment of techaecal and military cooperation betwecen 
the two countries 

Chipande accused Renamo of tundermng the Rome talks. 

currently deadlocked. by raring new polrtecal msucs for 
discussion every day 

Discusses Military ( coperation 

L.D0306211291 Lishon Radw Renascenca im Portucuew 
lo b urope 1800 GMT 3 Jun 9! 

[Text] The Portuguese and Moramtucan defense minrs- 
ters. Fernando Nogurra and General Alberto Chipande. 
discussed on Lashon today the development of military 
and technical cooperation between the two countnes 

Among the several programs discussed. the restructuring 

of the Mozvamteque Military Academy. the estabinh- 

ment of military admenistration and enfanmtry traning 

«xhools, and a study on the recovery of the Malange. 

Revra, and Nacala Ao Bases are of relevance 

In an mterveew Fernando Nogucira also strewed the 
importance of the Portuguese language teaching support 
project for the Mozambucan Armed Forces 

Reconstruction Party Elects New Leaders 

LDO306 205591 Lishon RDP Internaconal 
m Portueucse 0600 GMT 3 Jun 9 

jExcerpt] The Democrat Reconstructron Party's 
extraordinary natronal convention «= ower The party's 
new leader 1s Pedro C anavarro and the new vice prew- 
dents are Antomo Feu and Carlos Santos Aficr hes 

appomtment, the mew leader sand that the party now has 

a clear ne whech bes betwoen socsalem and socal 
democracy and that the party's main obpective rs to clect 

at least, one member of parhament m the October 
clkcthons [passage omrticd] 

* State Secretary Durac Barroso’s Background 
VIESOTC4 Lishon O JORNALILUSTRADO 

im Portuguese 3 May 91 pp iii 

{Text} Jose Manuel Durao Barroso entered the Law 
School during the 25 April academa year, when he was 
18 years old. At that tome. also at Lishon LU miversty but 
im the humanstees department. a young gir! from a good 

PORT. GAL bd 

tarmly and wath an unavsemeng manncr was brcakong 
hearts: Margareda Sowsa Uva. Aficr the revolutson, Mar- 
garda dnappcared for a whole and. epon her return, was 
a “typecal, hard-4tene™ MIRPP [Movement for the Reor- 
gamzation of the Proictarsat Party] meltant. accordeng 
to a classmate. Weareng a pland flannel short and pcans. 
she had an “inflamed” poluwal drcourse. Al the same 

ume. the present state scorectary of foreign affairs and 
cooperation was engaged m drcourse, also im an 
“ynflamed™ tasteon. at the Cantona Vetha He was a 
promenent leader of the FEML (Foederatron of Maranst- 
Lenin Mudents) an organization lnked to the MRPP 
Today. as a result of emoteen aroused af party gather. 

mgs. they are marred and have three cheldren 

it was also at the Law School that Durac Barroso met. as 
a clawmate, Pedro Santana Lopes, who. after 25 April 
opted for the far nght (MID [Independent Movement of 
the Raght}), Morcover, « was through he. auspices that 
Durao Barroso jouned the PSD [Socsal Democrat 
Party] om 1980 on the day followeng Sa C arnciro’s death 
He would abandon the far left at the end of 1976. finest 
the law course with 17 credsts. and do posigraduate work 
m politcal scrence om Coeneva An aserstant at the Law 
‘choot, he became a member of the PSD Potnncal 
Commiewon m 1984 A year later, he was clected a 
deputy m the carly legrslative clectroms, avsumung the 

dutecs of the averstant state secretary to the mensster of 

micrnal admenrmtratron For the reason he had to leave 
Cecorgetown UU niversety on Washengton Today. mm add- 

thon to serveng as state secretary of foreign affairs and 
cooperation, he = a member of ( avace Srlva’s office of 

strategy 

lt os the PCTP MRPP [Portuguese Workers C ommunmt 
Party Movement for the Reorgamzation of the Prote- 
tarvat Party) that desivkes the political carcer of Durao 
Rarrose, born on —) March 1956 mm Lishon When any 
pournalst, as occurred at (1) JOR NAL om 1986. writes that 
Durac Barroso was an MRPP mueltant. the Prev Office 
hastens to deny « “Dr Durao Barroso was never a 
member of the MRPP of the PCTPMRPP He dd 
belong to (and to ot alone) the FEML. an organization 
townded by our party for the C ommunnt student youth 

Furthermore. he was capelied from of as an moorngiblc 
chamber and two-faced opportenmnt, as carly as 1979" 

* PCPs Leis Sa Reaffirms Faith in Party 
VIE SO CER Licteom O FORN A om Portueww 4! Vay 9! 

pr ied 

[intervics with Lars Sa. an officeal of the Portuguese 
( ommunnt Party. by Paula Sa. place and date not given 
“A ‘Fourth Way’ 1 Am Not Aware of One] 

[Excerpts] The posstron of aveestant secretary -genecral 
cluded tum. but hes rise eethin the PCP [Portuguese 
( ommunrst Party) ded not stop on that accownt Lurs Sa 
heading the Inst for Porto. represents the party generation 
that not marked by the stigma of the antifascrst battle 
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Thes beer to Cunhal docs not presume to be a reformer, 
bul he has ungucstionably arrived on the scene cy encong 
ancw style 

10) JORNAL] Luss Sa, 99 years old and a PCP multant 
wnce 25 April, has now risen to the top of the lest for 
Porto Another promotion” 

[Sa] | would not want to view thal poston as a personal 
promotion. | think that, throughout my militant bic. the 

party has made several proposals to me for a screcs of 

tasks. for whech | am somewhat proud to have always 
ansecred “yes.” | comuder thes challenge pust another 
task. whech | shall attempt to perform as best I can I do 
not hkhe and have never hed puttong thongs mm terms of 
promotion and dcen.otion 

[0 JORNAL] It ss, however, a very emportant powtron 

[Sa] There ss no doult that 1 1s an emportant position 
After all. « mvolves ashing for the confidence of the 
population mm the country’s scoond-largest district. not 

only m me, bul also mm the CDU [Unified Democratn 
( oalitron]. Naturally. | feel the burden of that respons- 
bility [passage omitted] 

[0 JOR NAL] Is the renewal of the PCP Insts deep-seated. 
admitting mmdividuals with different mentalities. oF 
merely the appearance of few mames mm a CONTINUOUS 
successon” 

[Sa] it os certamly a renewal of names Each candidate 
has hes own characteristics. An endivedual puts hes per- 
sonal stamp on the duties he drscharges If, by renewal 

you also mean a break-off from the party's identity. from 
the ornentation approved at the 2th and I Wh ( on- 
gresses, | would say that there ms no renewal There will 

be new people, with great atientron pad to what has 
changed mm the country and the world, but also with very 

ercat loyalty to the party's characteristics and wentity 
The PCP os communist and will contenuc to be comme. 
nit’ 

Criticiom and Self riticiom, in Sefficient Quantity 

(©) JOR NAL] Could there be sand to be a “fourth way” of 
renewal rising to the party's top echelons’ 

[Sa] | hawe fownd that and other semilar designation . om 
the media, but | have always had gr at difficulty m 
percenving what was meant 

[OO JORNAL] Could « have been the postion of the 
“orvtiecs, ” oF at least some of them. that “forced” the PCP 
leadership to undertake thes renewal” 

[Sa] No, by no means’ This renewal of lists 6 a result of 
the entere enternal debate mm the party. the contributron 
from the regional leadershups. and an analysis of the 
congressional work and the need to remforce that work 
What you have called the activity of the “critics” has not 
been a factor making a constructive contribution 

{0 JORNAL] Then are you sayeng “no” to critters” 
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[Sa] Thes docs not mean that criacal activity 1 not 
essential for the party. Critecersm and scif<critacesm are 
cMiabished m the party's statutcs and must have a 

decruve influence on its activity Public controversy and 
confrontatron with the PCP are not the best means of 
resolving the problems facing the party at thes end of the 
ah century 

{0 JORNAL] What do you think of the way on whch the 
PS [Socsalest Party] os treating your former comrades — 
namely. Jose Magalhacs and Jorge Lemos—on thes race 
for the legrslative ciectrons” 

{Sa] My former comrades who resugned from the PCP 
are Couzens lhe ony others, whom the PS 1s quite free to 
include on sts lests. The Communrst militants will draw 
thes inferences from thrs 

[OO JORNAL] Ien't the PS takong advantage of that break 
with those cx-<deputic .’ 

[Sa] | ademet that 1 may be attempting to take ads antage 
That 1s a borg way from succeeding im such an attempt 

[0 JORNAL] Do you beheve mm a posible posiclectoral 
alhance with the PS” 

[Sa] | do, and I beleve that there no alternative to 
creating a democratic policy We will never achieve any 
solution without having a guarantee that i 1 a solutron 
favorable to Portuguese democracy and to the mmtcrests 
of the workers and the Portuguese people. 1 thenk that 
there 1s a great gap between what the PS will say and 
what will actually materialize 1 remember that, for 10 
years, the P'S refused the proposals tor an alliance om the 
city of Lesbon, and they ended up being implemented | 
have tne deep conviction that the greater the clectoral 
strength of the (DU. the greater the powsbility of a 
democrat: solutvon and policy. rather than a policy of 
the nght. resulteng from the clectrons [passage omitted] 

Communist birst and | oremest' 

[0 JORNAL] Describe yourself as a political person 

[Sa] | am a commun, first and foremost’ This term 
contams a world of values. We are living at a tome when 
it 1s berg attempted to spread fierce, mite. sified ind- 
vidualsmm and to negate solidarity, equality, and 

workers’ mghts. | lhe to think of myself, my comrades, 
and my party as guardians of that sct of values. It 1s an 
intensely combative and dedicated position [passage 

omitted] 

* PS's Constancio on Possible Electoral Outcome 

VIESOTT4C Lashom EVPRESSO on Portugues 
1] Way Vi p Al 

[interview with Vitor Constancio, former leader of the 
Socialist Party. PS. by Fernando Madrnnha. place and 
date not given: “tl Am Not a Candidate for PS Minister”) 

[Excerpts] [passage omitted] 
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{[EXPRESSO] You recently refused a particularly 
tempting position in London (that of general director of 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
ment [BERD]). Did you do so merely for personal 
reasons, or were you also influenced by factors of a 
political nature? 

[Coustancio] They were exclusively reasons of a personal 
and family nature. But I was also beset by doubt 
regarding the possibility that this position would prove 
sufficiently influential in the process involving the 
Eastern countries to make it really exciting and to justify 
leaving the country. 

[EXPRESSO] Will you retain any connection with the 
bank? 

[Constancio] No, we discussed only the possibility of 
Carrying Oul assignments as a consultant. In any event, it 
was an enticing and flattering invitation—a strictly pro- 
fessional invitation in the sense that no “green light” 
would be necessary from the Portuguese Government 

{[EXPRESSO] The fact is that the Portuguese Govern- 
ment was previously heard from. 

{Constancio] More out of courtesy than necessity. 

[EXPRESSO] But it gave you good references and even 
praised BERD '’s choice.... 

[Constancio] So it seems. And all that interest was not 
politically innocent. Furthermore, I do not conceal the 
fact that, as a by-product of my decision, it gave me some 
personal enjoyment to be able to spoil the pleasure with 
which some were celebrating my departure from the 
country. 

[EXPRESSO] You remain in Lisbon, but your name 1s 
not included on the PS [Socialist Party] lists for the 
October elections. Have you been invited” 

{Constancio] Not really. For a long time, the PS leaders 
have known that | did not wish to be a candidate 
Despite this, I had some, let us say, preliminary contacts. 
but without a follow-up because of my lack of interest. If 
I had wanted to be a candidate, I think | would have 
been. [passage omitted] 

[EXPRESSO] Have you refrained from speaking out on 
political issues because of your unavailability or because 
your opinion was never asked” 

[Constancio] Yes, yes. They never asked for my opinion 

[EXPRESSO] Let us go back: Would you or would you 
not accept a government post if the PS won the elec- 
tions? 

[Constancio] As I said, | have been excluded, and so | do 
not consider that possibility. Obviously, | can talk only 
about the present, and what I can say is that | am not a 
candidate. 
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“The Majority Is Likely for the PS or the PSD™ 

{[EXPRESSO] Do you think that the PS 1s in a position to 
win the October clections’ 

[Constancio] It has many possibilities, and, even if ut 1s 

not the first-ranking party. the responsibility for forming 
a government could become incumbent on 1. 

[EXPRESSO] And should the PS accept that incum- 
bency” Alone. or in a coalition” 

{Constancio] As secretary-gencral, | always said that the 
PS should not form coalitions and that 1 should insist on 
a political position that would increasingly favor bipo- 

larization and alternation between the two leading par- 

ues. | still have the same opinion, which. therefore. 

precludes making any coalition or political agreement 

for governing. In a scenano wherein the PSD [Social 

Democratic Party] could not form a government, if the 
PS were equipped to do so I think ut should agree. 

inasmuch as the alternative would be to repeat the 

clections 

[EXPRESSO] You are an economist and quite familar 
with the Portuguese reality. Wouldn't the existence of 
such a weak government with unstable balance have 
serious, consequences for the progress of the economy” 

j< onstancio) | think not. Furthermore, | believe that 
either of the two leading parties could obtain an absolute 
majority because both the CDS [Social Democratic 
Center Party] and the PCP [Portuguese Communist 
Party] are in a process of electoral decline. The votes 

they might receive, added to those of some other small 
parties, would not exceed 20 percent. Therefore. nearly 

80 percent remains to be divided between the PS and the 
PSD. This means that only if the votes for cach of the 
parties are very close, there will not be an absolute 

majority 

[EXPRESSQO] Furthermore, that 1s what the polls sug- 
gest 

[Constancio] It 1s truc. But, so as not to evade the 
question, I think that the Portuguese economy 1s stabi- 
izing, just as the country’s macroeconomic context has 

become completely stabilized as a result of our particr- 

pation in the EEC and the consensus that prevailed for 

the constitutional revision. Obviously, there are differ- 

ences in policy, management methods, and priorities to 

be assigned for this or that area. And the policy ts being 

made with those differences. But none of this peopardizes 

the essential stability of the Portuguese economic and 
political system. Hence. the consequences for the eco- 

nomic agents of a government without an absolute 

majority would be insignificant 

Minority Executive Branch Could Last Four \ ears 

[EXPRESSO) But there is one element that Cavaco 
Silva, for example. considers essential—the confidence 

of business owners. Would a minority, politically weak 

government be equipped to maintain that confidence” 
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[Constancio] I do not believe it could be called weak. In 
a scenario of this type, there could hardly be a develop- 
ment in the sense of overthrowing thal government in 
Parliament. It could have the necessary stability to 
provide a legislature. 

[EXPRESSO] It would be left at the mercy of the 
opposition and could be overthrown at any time. 

{[Constancio] Not necessarily. We are talking about a 
government with a large. albeit not absolute, majority for 
either of the two parties. The PSD has already governed 
with 29 percent and would have governed longer if it had 
not been for the gratuitous act of the PRD [Democratic 
Renewal Party}, when it filed a motion for censure al a 
time when it benefited only the government itself. 

{[EXPRESSO] A motion for censure that the PS, under 
your leadership, also voted for... 

[Constancio] If 1 had not done so, that would have 
meant supporting the government—an unthinkable atti- 
tude for a party that was the leader of the opposition. 
Circumstances have their force. | recalled this only to 
prove that, in the exsisting political-partisan context, a PS 
or a PSD minority government would ultimately lead to 
a situation that would also have a high degree of sta- 
bility. Furthermore, we cannot talk about great stability 
if. for example, the PSD is heavily dependent on the 
deputies from the autonomous regions. Besides. 11 would 
not be a totally safe situation for a PSD government. In 
any case, it 1s desirable that political activity take place 
in a context of alternation. A party that has been 
installed in the government for many years, as in the case 
of the PSD, breeds vices, dependence, and a lack of 
creativity and innovation. 

The PSD Will Form a Government Whenever It Can 

[EXPRESSO] From what you say, you give the impres- 
sion of being quite willing to accept the possibility that 
the PSD might not want to govern without an absolute 
majority, even if it were the party most voted for. 

[Constancio] I think that the PSD will be willing to 
govern whenever it can, and, even without an absolute 
majority, if it can form a government, it will do so 

[EXPRESSO] Do you mean that Cavaco Silva 1s bluffing 
when he calls for an absolute majority and suggests, in a 
way. that he would not govern under any other cond:- 
tions” 

[Constancio] | am not yudging intentions, but | think that 
the PSD policy transcends the viewpoint of any of its 
leaders. In a situation whereby it could, in fact, form a 
government that would be approved in Parhament, i 
would not fail to do so. We know the PSD’'s great 
appetite for power. 

{[EXPRESSO] Do you think that the leadership might 
run risks if it were to oppose that tendency” 

[Constancio] I think so. [passage omitted] 
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{[EXPRESSO] How do you explain that, unlike the 
situation involving Cavaco Silva and the PSD. Jorge 
Sampaio’s popularity index falls far short of the voting 
intentions on behalf of the PS” 

{[Constancio}] Any member of the government is far more 
exposed to public opinion, both in the positive and the 
negative sense. He makes more appearances, and so 11 1s 
only natural that he should emerge with more votes in 
this type of popularity index. 

{[EXPRESSO] Do you think that the exercise of the 
Lisbon Chamber Presidency has benefited or harmed 
Jorge Sampaio’s image as a candidate for prime min- 
ister’ 

[Constancio] It has positive and negative effects. It was 
important to win, but the difficulties in exercising the 
office in question are also well known, under the existing 
financial conditions, because Sampaio assumed respon- 

sibility in the Chamber at the end of a 10-year period of 

neglect. 

* Female Volunteers Allowed in Armed Forces 

YIESOCOIB Lishon PUBLICO in Portuguese 18 Apr 91 

pp 2-3 

{Article by Cesar Camacho: “Armed Forces in Feminine 
Gender To Make Up for Shorter Compulsory Military 
Service] 

{Text} The big changes in the Armed Forces are going to 
proceed at “double time.” Women will be able to enlist 

as volunteers as carly as 1992. Later, paratroopers and 
commandos are to be combined in the WEU [Western 
European Union] rapid intervention brigade 

By the first half of 1992. women wall have therr say in the 
Armed Forces. Everything 1s working together so that, by 
then, the military institution will be able to open its 
doors to women volunteers. The military specialties that 
will be open to women volunteers at first have to do with 
military administration, health, telecommunications, 

data processing. and transportation services, along with 

others related to logistics 

In the Air Force, it 1s probable that women volunteers 
will be admitted to the specialties of clectronics, meteo- 

rology, radar operation, and aur traffic control. It 1s the 
Army that will have the most work to do planning its 
adaptation to this new situation. General Loureiro dos 

Santos, who recently took over as Army chief of staff, 
knows that the big changes in the life of the Armed 
Forces are going to take place under his command and 
that they will begin with that requirement to put into 

practice the constitutional precept of the equality of 
“rights and duties” among citizens. Implementing that 

requirement will first require the passage of appropriate 

legislation and the organization of suitable housing fact!- 
ities, as well as a revision of training regulations. 
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Same Rules for Both Sexes 

On this subject, Loureiro dos Santos's position does not 
differ from that expressed by his predecessor. Firmino 
Miguel: “The military ts trained to know how to run 
risks, but it 1s also educated to avoid hasty action.” What 
this means 1s that, when i comes to imcorporatyng 
women into the Armed Forces, 11 1s advisable to proceed 
with duc caution, while thew performance of military 
duty must not be confused with the “simplistic idea of 
[its being just] a job offer.” 

It 1s a fact that the new military service law provides for 

military service by women, as 1s also the case in the 
Armed Forces of other countries, it being stypulated that 
their service must be “voluntary or by contract™ and that 

the use of women in combat 1s banned. Despite those 
provisos, women voluntecrs will receive basic military 
training, including instruction in the handling of fire- 
arms. When it comes to discipline and military justice, 
the rules will be the same for everyone as regards 
obligations and rights except for the necessary regula- 
tions concerning rights specific to women, cxamples 
being the mght to maternity leave and other mghts 
inherent in their situation 

Professionalization: Goal for 1994 

The extension of voluntary military service to include 
women 1s designed to be one means of ensuring the 
presence in the ranks of enough tramed personnel to 
compensate for the shortened length of compulsory 
military service (SMQ), which the government has sect at 
four months. That political decision will entail drastic 
changes in the mechanisms for recruitment, mobiliza- 
tion, and training and involve an inevitabic transitional 
peniod. The duration of that period 1s uncertain, but ut 
will last untiul—probably in 1994—the Armed Forces 
have a permanent military contingent with professional 
human resources. It has not yet been decided how many 
women to recruit. But, basically, this 1s a matter of 
waiting to sce how attractive the military life os to 
women. 

The heads of the military services feel that ut 1s possible 
to “have Armed Forces that are substantially smaller and 
qualitatively better,” but the transformation will carry a 
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cost that will necessarily have to be borne by the static 

During the transitional phase, 1 1s more than probabic 
that use will be made of the safeguard clause contained 
in the new SMO Law. That clause provides that. 

depending on the needs of the Armed Forces. the length 
of military service may be extended from four to cight 
months. That step will be taken when there 1s inadequate 

recruument of volunteers or insufficient contract per- 
sonnel. 

So far, Portugal's only expenence with incorporating 
women into the Armed Forces has involved paratroop 

nurses—a group that no longer cxrsts—and women pur- 
suing a military medical career. All other women in the 
military institution are classified as “civilian personne!” 
and are generally employed in secretarial and admuinis- 
tralive positions. 

Timorese Nationals Protest at Foreign Ministry 

LDO206064691 Lishon RDP Antena 1 Radio Network 

in Portuguese 2300 GMT 31 May 91 

[Text] Far from peace and from achieving what they 
have a rmght to are the Timorese. The Timorese in 
Portugal protested in front of the Foreign Ministry 
Inside, certainly concerned. were Baker, Bessmerinykh. 
and Perez de Cuellar. 

The Timorese managed to hand in a document in which 
they accuse the United States. the USSR. and West 
European countries of double standards. The document 

compares the annexation of Timor by Indonesia with 
that of Kuwait by Irag. The document also refers to the 
continuing challenge to international order and the con- 
tempt for the most clementary principles of international 
law by Indonesia. 

Reportage on Argola’s Dos Santos, Savimbi Visit 

MW 10406713797] 

For reportage on the visit of Angolan President Jose 
Eduardo dos Santos and Jonas Savimbi, president of 

UNITA [National Union for the Total Independence of 
Angola], to Lisbon, including reports on the signing of 
the Angolan peace accords, please sce the Southern 

Africa section of the 3 June Sub-Saharan Africa DAILY 
REPORT and subsequent rssucs 
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Police Arrests Related to ETA Barcelona Command 

L.D0306162991 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 3 Jun 91 

[Unidentified correspondent report from San Sebastian] 

[Text] osune Martiarena Sagastibelza) and (Inaki lur- 
moz) were arrested in the carly hours of this morning in 
the Antiguo district of San Sebastian. The arrest was 
made by members of the Civil Guard of San Sebastian at 
the request of judge [name indistinct}, who 1s continuing 
the proceedings opened by the National High Court 
against the ETA band’s Barcelona Commando, which 
was broken up just hours after perpetrating an attack 
against the Civil Guard barracks in the town of Vic in 
Barcelona Province. 

According to police sources, (Josune Martiarena) and 
(Inaki Iturrioz) are accused of sheltering suspected ETA 
member Juan Jose Zubicta in June last year when he 
escaped from the police dragnet following the events in 
La Foz de Lumbuer and the breaking up of the Nafarroa 
Commando to which he then belonged. Zubicta. one of 
the perpetrators, together with Monteagudo and Ere- 
zuma, of Wednesday's attack, was arrested last 
Thursday. The two people arrested in San Sebastian this 
morning have been moved to Madrid to be handed over 
to the judiciary. 

* Foreign Affairs Ministry Reshuffle Reported 

YIESOT84B Madrid TIEMPO in Spanish 15 Apr 91 
pp 33-38 

[Ana de Benavides article: “Fernandez-Ordonez Gets 
Rid of “Guerra Men’ in His Ministry} 

[Text] Luss Yanez" departure from the State Secretariat 
for International Cooperation and for Latin American 
and from the chairmanship of the National Commission 
of the 500th Anniversary has prompted more than one 
smile and sigh of relief among diplomats. Yanez, the 
man who 1s going to try and win the Seville mayoralty for 
the Socialist Party at the elections on 26 May. has not 
been very well liked in Santa Cruz Palace during the six 
years that he has been in charge of cooperation with 
Latin America, diplomatic sources say. To others, the 
former state secretary “has not created waves of enthu- 
siasm, though he has not been disliked either.” 

The old walls of Santa Cruz Palace were echoing with 
rumors during Holy Week. Inocencio Anas, Minister 
Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez’ number-two man and an 
effective colleague in recent years, was the name most 
often mentioned as a replacement for Luts Yanez. 

With the appomtment of Arias to one of the posts of 
highest responsibility in the ministry and with the 
naming of Maximo Cajal as the new undersecretary of 
foreign affairs, the chief of Spanish diplomacy has seen 
one of his longest-standing desires fulfilled: having close 
to him, in positions of the highest importance, the men 
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whom he trusts “compicicly™ and who “are not going to 
cause him probiems.” official sources say. 

Yanez, who was named to the post that he has just left by 
Alfonso Guerra, a good frend of his. has more than once 
pursued a policy paralicl to Fernandez-Ordonez. A 
hard-core “Guerra man™ (even though he has always 
stressed that he does not consider himself onc). the 
Socialist candidate for mayor of Seville has at the very 
least been “annoying™ to diplomats, who would have 
preferred a career diplomat or someone not as close to 
Guerra or Felipe Gonzalez himself, of whom he 1s also a 
close frend. Proof of this 1s that on | April. Yanez 
submitted his resignation to the prime minister, when it 
iS Cuslomary to present u solely to the minister in 
question, in this case Fernandez-Ordonez. 

Obvious Tensions 

The tension between the two has be en obvious over the 
years, especially when Yanez mac. public statements 
“thal were not in complcte agreement with the ones that 
the minister was making or with ministry policy.” dip- 
lomatic sources say. They also acknowledge that at times 
the former state secretary made attempts to go over the 
minister's head. although they were minimal. “There 
have been no more such attempts. among other things 
because from the beginning relations between Felipe 
Gonzalez and Fernandez-Ordonez have been very 

smooth.” they assert 

Felipe Gonzalez’ offer to Luss Yanez to head the slate for 
the municipal clections must not have sat very well with 
Yanez, because what he really likes 1s foreign policy, so 
much so that more than once he has pulled strings to 
become foreign minns.cr. Once, sources close to the 
prime minister relate. someone asked Felipe Gonzalez 
why he had not named Yanez foreign minister since he 
knew him so well and was his friend. Felipe Gonzalez 
replied without thinking: “That 1s why. Because | know 
him well, he cannot be.~ 

Moreover. the Socialist candidate has not hesitated to 
admit that he has never wanted to hold office in Andalu- 
sia. He had this to say in an interview with TIEMPO in 
1988: “I do not want any public office. They offered it to 
me at the last municipal clections, and | refused. I want 
to devote myself to foreign policy. and this prevents me 

from doing something clse in Andalusia” 

The situation has changed. The loss of votes that the 
PSOE [Spanish Socialist Workers Party] has suffered 
since 1986 in the Andalusian autonomous community 

has made it advisable to run Yanez. Among others, he 
will be facing the candidate of the People’s Party (PP). 
Soledad Becerrnl, and the candidate of the Andalusian 
Party (PA). Alejandro Rojas Marcos, who began his 
election campaign during the debate on the state of the 
nation on 20 March with very direct criticism of Yanez. 

Rojas Marcos said that Luss Yanez ought to resign as 
chairman of the Commission of the 800th Anniversary, 
which the Socialist candidate was not willing to do 
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because in his opinion holding thal post and serving as 
mayor would be beneficial to the city of Seville. 

It ss precisely the chairmanship of the Commission of the 
$00th Anniversary that ts up in the air, as a replacement 
will not be named for a few months, “when tempers have 
cooled.” official sources say. 

A Free Hand 

However, there can be no doubt that Luis Yanez’ depar- 
ture from Santa Cruz Palace has given the foreign 
minister a free hand to direct Spain's foreign policy in 
the company of his most effective and loyal colleagues. 
Although he realizes that Felipe Gonzalez runs foreign 
policy personally. the front-line appointments that were 
made to the Council of Ministers last Friday and the 
second-cchelon appointments that will follow in the 
months to come will bolster his position as chief of 
Spanish diplomacy. 

Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez remarked a few days ago 
to a small group of people that whoever replaces Yanez 
in the State Secretariat ought to be a diplomat who 1s also 
well regarded by the prime minister, to whom relations 

with Latin America have always been a priority. The 
person who fit best was Inocencio Anas, and the minister 
told him so. “He called me twice to convey the decision 
to me and to tell me that | was well suited to the 
organization that he had put together.” 

Tempting Post 

It was hard for Inocencs Arias to say no, even though, as 
he himself admits, “I felt comfortable in the post of 
undersecretary and had no desire to move.” Arias con- 

fesses that his new post 1s “tempting.” “Latin America 
means something very special to those of us who made 
our debut in this profession monitoring relations with a 
region of the world for which we feel fondness and 
enthusiasm” 

To the new state secretary, who has been working 
shoulder to shoulder with Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez 
for six years, his appointment represents a challenge. 
“because the field of cooperation with Latin America 
holds enormous potential for Spain,” and also a boo. * to 
his ego. “The fact that both the prime minister and the 
minister are Counting on me and have placed their trust 
in me 1s flattering, unquestionably.” 

As of now Arias will be managing the 20 billion pesetas 
earmarked for the State Secretariat, one-third of the total 
foreign-affairs budget 

Anas 1s not the only one of Fernandez-Ordonez’ confi- 
dants who has been placed in a key post in Santa Cruz 

Palace. The new undersecretary, Maximo Cajal, 1s also 
loyal to the minister. And such loyalty 1s all the more 

necessary because the undersecretariat decides the fatc 
of all overseas diplomatic delegations. Cajal negotiated a 
reduction im the American military presence im Spain 

with the United States and will now have to appoint the 
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chiefs of mission and other diplomats and sce to ut that 
embassies and consulates are run properly (in diplomatic 
language they are known as the ministry's “kitchens” ) 

Overhaul 

Another major foreign-relations post in Spain 1s secre- 
tary of state for relations with the EC. For the last three 
weeks it has been held by Carlos Westendorp. Spain's 

former ambassador to the European Communitics. who 

18 also very close to the minister 

The changes in the Foreign Ministry have just begun. In 
the months to come. diplomatic sources assert. there will 

be new second-level appointments. most likely the direc- 
tors general of Latin America. Europe. and Africa. who 
have been in their posts for years 

The appointment of Juan Antonw Yanez. Felipe Gonza- 
lez’ adviser on international affairs. as  N ambassador 
closes the first chapter of the overhaul. It has not been 

easy to find a replacement because. as the munrsics 
recently acknowledged to a small group of journalists 
“we have to look for someone who enjoys the contidence 
of the prime minister and who knows every inch of the 

ministry.” 

[Box, p 35] 

Maximo Cajal: “1 Am a Blue ollar Worker in This 
Profession™ 

Maximo Cayal feels that the nsues that are addressed in 

the Foreign Affairs Undersecretanal are as important 

and decisive for the foreign service as the internatrona! 
negotiations that he has conducted as ambassador to 
NATO and as chief of the delegation that negotiated a 
reduction of the American military presence mm Spain 
with the United States 

{Benavides} For what reasons did you accept the post of 
undersecretary when you have been in NATO for only a 

year’ 

{Casal] This 1s an smportant post with great responsiby! 
ities. So. when the minister offered ut to me and placed 

his trust in me, | could noi refuse | have always sand that 

lam a blue-collar worker in thes profession, and as I hay: 

on previous occasions, | intend to build on what rs 

already there. This 1s the spirit in which Lam entering a 

post with which I have not yet made contact. and tor the 

time being | am not familar with the rssucs that must be 

addressed most urgently 

[Benavides] Having conducted major international 
negotiations from your previous posts. dont you think 

that taking charge now of the ministry's “management 
office” could turn out to be somewhat boring for you” 

[Cajal] What 1s in store now may be more complicated 
than what I have ieft behind We have to bear mn mind 
that at times closed-door government negotiations can 
be much more difficult than open-door ones | honestly 
do not belreve that what I did before was tougher than 
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this. In the undersecretariat there are specific tems that 
touch On very important issues thal may, however. be 
less on the lomelreht. The ministry's internal rssucs are as 
decisive for the tureign service as international negotia- 
tions. The undersecretariat unquestionably helps the 
machinery to operate and contributes to the well-being 
of the members of the diplomatic corps. 

[Benavides] You are aware thal in your new post you are 
going to make more enemies than frends and thal more 
than onc colleague 1s going to complain to you about not 
being given an embassy. 

[Cajal] | should clarify that the undersecretary 1s not the 
one who assigns posts, although he has direct influence 
in thes. The minister and, on occasions, the government 
decides the mayor posts. This does not mean that I am 
irying to dodge the criticism that may come, but | must 
also emphasize that there are few posts compared to the 
large number of people secking them. 

[Benavides] What developments would you emphasize 
during the one short year that you have headed the 
Spanish delegation tio NATO” 

[Cajal] This has been an extremely important year. 
especially in terms of the work that has been donc to 

adapt the Atlantic Alliance after the London summit and 

all of the preparatory work. Then there 1s the Gulf war. 
which has intensified the flow of work om the arca of 

political consultation, although it has not been the sole 
focus, as people think, of the alliance as such. | should 

add that the conduct of both NATO and Spain was 

altogether proper in connection with the war 

[Box, p 36} 

“I Meet Often With Alfonso Guerra” 

Luss Yanez demes differences of opinion with Minister 
Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez 

[Isabel Duran] After six years as head of the State 
Secretariat for International Cooperation and for Latin 
America, what did you forget to do and what would you 
have liked to finish” 

[Luis Yanez] From 1983 to 1991 we have succeeded in 
increasing official development aid from 0.05 to 0.2 
percent of the GDP. I would have liked to get to 0.3 
percent, which would have put us at the average of the 
most advanced countries in the world 

[Duran] Your differences with Santa Cruz Palace and 
with Minister Fernandez-Ordonez himself have often 
been reported. What 1s your view on this” 

| Yanez] | have never figured out why such rumors arose. 
because for six years my relations with Francisco 
Fernandez-Ordonez have been wonderful, without the 
slightest disagreement. He was the one who proposed 

that the prime minister appoint me, and we have always 

goticn along perfectly 
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[Duran] Why has the Spanish Socialist Workers Party 
decided to run you for mayor of Seville” 

[Yanez] Among other reasons, I think my lifelong ties to 
Seville. my close to W)-year relationship with Felipe 
Gonzabcz and Alfonso Guerra, which began in nonce 
other than Seville, and my involvement since 1982 in the 
preparations for the World's Fair that will take place in 
Seville in 1992 

[Duran] What sort of contacts do you have mght now 
with former Deputy Prime Minister Alfonso Guerra” 

[Yanez] A close fnendship. as always, and naturally we 
have frequent contacts and mectings, both for political 
reasons and for the pleasure of spending some time 

chatting 

{Duran} What are your reasons for thinking that the 
chairmanship of the S00th Anniversary ought to be 

linked to the Seville mayor's office” 

[Yanez] | thonk that because Seville ts the capital of the 

SiMh Anniversary and also the site of the World's Fair 

and because I have been in charge of the preparations for 
these events since 1982. 1 would make sense for me. as 
mayor, to help the city and the World's Fair to come 

together. Though the two cases are not exactly the same. 
it would be somewhat ike the dual role that Pasqual 

Maragall will play in Barcelona: mayor of the city and 
chairman of the Organizing C ommiutice of the Barcelona 
Olympics 

[Duran] What would the 500th Anniversary lose, then, if 
you are the next mayor of Seville but not the chairman of 

the World's Fair organization” 

[Yanez] 1 do not think that 1 would lose anything. | am 
in no way irrep’aceable. Moreover, the schedule for 1992 
has been praciucally completed, and preparations for the 
World's Fair are moving along nicely 

[Duran] How does the PSOE expect to do im Seville” 

[Yanez] | thonk that we are gorng to do better than in the 
previous municipal clections of 1987. The impressive 
investments that the Socialist governments have made in 
infrastruciure, equipment, and services in Seville have 

made a strong impression on its residents, who are also 
worrned that a mayor from another party may reverse the 

favorable upward trend that Seville has enjoyed in recent 

years 

* Politics, Personality of Narcis Serra Profiled 

YVIESOCSSB Madrid PANORAMA in Spanish 29 Apr 9! 

pp 24-28 

[Alejandro Liano report: “Serra’s Strategy To Succeed 
Gonzalez” | 

{Text} Narces Serra wants to please the people who 
control the PSOE [Spanish Socialist Workers Party] and 
to make it clear that he 1s the “number-two man” behind 
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Felipe Gonzalez, but without annoying Carlos Solchaga. 
The reason 1s that rumor has 1 that the two ministers are 
not ruling out becoming the chief executive's successors. 
Tensions between party and government have sharpened 
“ow, in the wake of the scandal over the telephone 
conversations. 

When Narcis Serra arrived for his first day at the office 
in the Moncloa, he had only his old belongings. In fact. 
during his first appearance as deputy prime minister his 
briefcase did not bear the gold letters indicating his 
current post in government. It was not until some days 
later that the extremely discreet members of his team 
began arriving, including Lluis Reverter. Reverter has 
been working, without an appointment, at the Moncloa 
close by his permanent boss, now the deputy prime 

minister. Everyone knows that in order to get to Narcis 
Serra you first have to, or had to, go through Reverter. 
but also through his personal secretary, Juan Ros. Serra 
has brought Ros along to his new office. and he has 
become one of the key men in the Moncloa’s new 
organizational chart, since he 1s the deputy prime min- 
iSter’s “parapet.” 

Narcis Serra did not mind going to the headquarters of 
the PSOE on Madrid's Ferraz Street twice to mect with 
Alfonso Guerra. The tight-knit Socialist “apparatus” 
regards this as a considerate gesture towards the party. 

The current deputy prime minister did not want Guerra. 
who has been so hypersensitive lately, to feel uncomfort- 
able by having to return to his old office at the Moncloa. 
Relations between the two politicians are good for the 
tume being. As members of the Executive Commission 
relate, Alfonso Guerra gave Narcis some advice: “Try to 
coordinate, alongside Virgilho Zapatero, the govern- 
ment’s relations with the party and the parliamentary 
group and, at the same time, dampen Carlos Solchaga’s 

eagerness to take charge.” 

But Alfonso Guerra 1s not the only one with whom the 
deputy prime minister 1s speaking. He has conversed 
often with Txiki Benegas. What is more, Benegas has 
acknowledged in various off-the-record conversations 
that not only does the Socialist Party “apparatus” have 
no problem with Serra but that they also get along well 

Socialist Party Executive Commission circles assert that 
Serra 1s the only member of the government who can put 
the brakes on Solchaga. although at times they grow 
impatient with his moderate, cautious style. 

In the conflict triggered by the PSOE's housing plan. 
Serra has tried to play the role of mediator, albert 
without much success, masmuch as the angry feud 
between Solchaga. on one side, and Benegas and Alfonso 
Guerra, on the other, makes any compromise difficult. 

Nevertheless, Serra has been calling the Ferraz Street 
headquarters constantly during the “housing crisis.” 
What is more, after two «specially harsh telephone 
conversations between Prime Minister Gonzalez and 
Benegas, the deputy prime minister tried to use his good 
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offices to prevent the PSOE from declaring “war™ on the 
government. The prime muinisicr was apparently sur- 
prised to hear over the rads the communique from the 
Socialist Executive Commussion. signed by Benegas. in 
which they disavowed Solchaga and called on the prime 
munister's office to “take sides.” People in the Gonzalez 
entourage say that he was also very upset. It was Serra. 
once again, who phoned and tried to convince Benegas 
that an understanding was possible and that the fol- 
lowing day in the Council of Ministers the government 
was going to take up the party's recommendation to sct a 

“housing plan™ in motion 

On Friday the 19th Gonzalez opted for a Solomonic 
compromise, making i clear in a note from his office 
that he was accepting the need to build housing but that 
it would be financed the way the Council of Ministers 
decided. That afternoon. Serra had a lengthy phonc 
conversation with Txiki Benegas and asked him for a 
“gesture” from the Executive Commission. Benegas 
promised to tell all and sundry that the party was 

“pleased” by the step Gonzalez had taken 

In the days that followed, in which statements, commu- 

niques, and tensions persisted, Serra kept up his “tele- 
phone diplomacy” and did not lose touch with Ferraz 
Street. 

But the deputy prime minister has done more than just 

look after his relations with the PSOE. Narcis Serra has 
also invited every minister to lunch, albert separately. So 
as NOt to arouse suspicion, he cautiously decided to meet. 
one by onc, with all of the members of the government, 
to learn of their plans and their work goals. Hrs col- 
leagues indicate that these talks were general in nature 
and have helped Serra to get an overview of the Execcu- 
tive Branch’s affairs 

He does not like to be seen in Madrid's fashionable 
restaurants, thus, these working luncheons and chats 
have taken place in the deputy prime minister's offices 

A Calm Man 

Some ministers do not hesitate to say that Narcrs Serra’s 

calm extenor hides a man who knows exactly what he 
wants and where he 1s gorng. They say that he exercises 
power with a “light hand.” so that adversaries or col- 
leagues never feel that anything 1s being forced on them 
He. like Felipe Gonzalez, has great confidence in Rosa 
Conde. Colleagues of the two ministers assert that they 
share the task of governing the Moncloa’s political 
complex. What 1s more, Serra meets regularly with Rosa 
Conde and follows to the letter her advice for enhancing 
his public image 

The minister-spokeswoman also takes care of the deputy 
prime minister's relations with the mass media. What 1s 

more, the story in the PSOE 1s that she told Gonzalez 

that she was backing the former defense minister's 
candidacy to replace Alfonso Guerra 
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If the Guerra faction at first questioned Serra’s qualifi- 
cations to become deputy prime minister, 11 seems today 
that there are not many doubts. Under the government 
law that 1s being drafted, Felipe Gonzalez wants Serra to 
be able to replace him as chairman of the Council of 
Ministers. He will also replace the prime munister at 
several acts of protocol, such as having to go to Barajas 
Airport to welcome or see off the royal couple, and he 
will also coordinate relations with opposition parties. 

Narcis Serra gets along well with the parliamentary 
spokesmen. A few days ago he himself told political 
leaders that the government intended to send a military 
mission to Iraq to help the Kurds. The deputy prime 
minister spoke with opposition leaders over the phone 
and told them in passing that he expects to hold periodic 
mectings with them in Parliament to discuss general 
political issues. 

Serra has inherited the office that Alfonso Guerra had in 
the Congress, it 1s next to Felipe Gonzalez’. He has not 
yet moved in, though, because he has come to the 
chamber only twice since being chosen deputy prime 
minister. 

Nonetheless, the prime minister wants Narcrs Serra to be 
the one who responds to opposition parties at the 

Wednesday sessions at which the government's perfor- 
mance 1s evaluated. Serra 1s reluctant for now, however, 
and would rather see Virgilio Zapatero continue to face 
the music in Parliament week after week. 

The deputy prime minister 1s also on good terms with the 
representatives of the financial world. Bankers and big 
businessmen speak well of him, and he, with his cus- 
tomary caution, endeavors not to be regarded as the man 
of any specific group. Just as Carlos Solchaga 1s consid- 
ered the leader of the so-called “nich and beautiful 
people,” Serra meets with both Mano Conde and the 
Valls Taberner brothers. 

There are even those who remark with admiration that 
the deputy prime minister 1s well regarded by the Opus 
Dei. When he was defense minister, he got along espe- 
cially well with some high-ranking military officers who 
belonged to this religious organization. 

The fact 1s that Serra is well regarded by the various 
“powers that be.” no doubt because of his character, as 
he avoids confrontation. What 1s more, some financial 
circles comment that he may be a good counterpoint to 
the economic-policy decisions that Carlos Solchaga 

might make. Gonzalez also wants to put Serra in charge 
of the regular talks between the Office of Prime Minister 
and the various representatives of the business world. On 
Ferraz Street they think that the deputy prime minister 
could put an end to the expansionist power of the 
“beautiful people” whom men like Manano Rubio. 
Boyer, and Solchaga represent. 

If there 1s anything that defines the deputy prime min- 
ister, 11 8 discretion and caution, surrounded by silence 
His personality 1s a perfect complement to that of Felipe 
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Gonzalez, who, as they say in the Moncloa, 1s on the 
same wavelength as this calm man who manages to 
soothe, rather than cause, tensions. 

Serra and his wife also gct along well with the Gonza- 
lezes. The deputy prime minister's wife, Concepcion, is 
on good terms with Carmen Romero, they are both 
lovers of classical music, poetry. and painting and prefer 
to lead private lives, far removed from flashbulbs and 
the media. Thus, Serra and his wife are always welcomed 
as family in dining at the Moncloa. 

Friends and fF nemics 

The deputy prime minister also has his cnemics, of 
course, and there are those who say that he will not 
succeed im imposing his authority cither om the govern- 
ment or the party. 

Those who do not think well of him add that Serra will 
be a puppet whom Alfonso Guerra will control at will in 
his personal battle with Carlos Solchaga. They go on to 
say that Serra will never prevail over cither the cconomy 
minister or politicians like Borrell or Garcia Valverde. 
His friends say, however, that although he 1s not onc to 
slam a table, he always gcts his way. 

There are those who say that Narcrs Serra heads the list 
of Felipe Gonzalez’ successors. He realizes that whoever 
it may be will need the approval of Ferraz Street. And 
this 1s what he 1s after. 

* Housing Problem ‘Critical’; Statistics Reported 

YVIESOOSSA Madrid CAMBIO 16 in Spanish 6 May 9! 
pp $4.87 

{Inmaculada Sanchez article: “PSOE Unable To Put a 
Roof Over Spamards’ Heads” | 

[Text] After almost 10 years in power the Socialists have 
been unable to resolve Spain's serious housing problem. 
Now, on the eve of the clections, the PSOE [Spanish 
Socialist Workers Party] 1s hastily promursing a solution 
that Carlos Solchaga’s team regards as unfeasible, inas- 
much as he does not trust magic answers that work mght 
away. 

The housing problem in Spain us critical. The numbers 
are chilling. Since 1985 the price of apartments 1s up an 
average of 65 percent nationwide. The price increases in 
the mayor cities, where the biggest problems are concen- 
trated, are over 200 and 300 percent. 

Now, on the eve of the clectrons, the Socialrst Party 1s 
endeavoring to solve all of the problems at once and has 
made its riskiest Campaign promise since the one in 1982 
about the 800,000 jobs. Thies tome tt has pledged to build 
400,000 housing units. although Economy Minister 
Carlos Solchaga has halted the momentum of the PSOE's 
campaign masterminds 

The free market dominaics in housing. The construction 
of government-subsidized housing dropped from more 
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than 140,000 units in 1985 to a little over 30.000 in 
1990. In contrast, the construction of apartments and 
homes in the free market has msen spectacularly: from 
80,000 in 1985 to 223,000 in 1989. only last vear did ut 
fall for the first tume since 1983. owing to the sharp drop 
in sales, settling at 163.432 unis built as of October 

In attempting to find out who 1s responsible for this huge 
imbalance, everyone involved in the maticr blames 
everyone cise. The developers say that they do not build 
low-cost housing because 1 1s not profitable. because the 
price of land makes building at a controlied price umpos- 
sible. Private bankers, who last year granted only MW) 
subsidized loans for low-cost apartments throughout 
Spain, at 12 percent, say unabashedly that “if you can gct 
17 percent from other loans, | am not gorng to give away 
my moncy to get 12 percent.” These are the exact words of 
the adviser to the bank employers association. AEB 
[Banking Business Association]. Julio Rodngucz Asensio 

The Government Is To Blame 

Lp to now the Ministry of Public Works has accused the 
autonomous communities and city governments of not 
providing public land to promote government. 

subsidized housing (VPO) And the communities and 
city halls complain about the meager funds that the 
Gencral State Budgets have been allocating for years to 
VPO 

No one 1s to blame. No one feels responsible. Now. the 
PSOE, which 1s more at odds than ever with the govern- 
ments cconomi team. 1s secking to finger a single 
culprit, the banks. and to call them to account. But it has 
been the Executive Branch headed by Felipe Gronzalez 
that has made housing policy over the past si vears 

“What has happened here 1s that the gov ernment has not 
had cnough political clout to tell ut lke of 1s.” says the 
president of the real-estate firm 1-Dos. Jose Mana 
Fernandez Rico. Although he is not a politician. thes 
businessman feels that the future renters law 1s one of the 
PSOE's unfulfilled promises and that the market has 
been taking advantage of the Boyer decree for longer 
than 1s proper, the decree was designed at a specifi 
juncture to push apartment rents higher In his opinion. 

tackling the new renters law carries a political price that 
this government rs still unwolling to pay 

The need to bring in foreign investment and to free up 
the economy consinced the government to ict the market 
operate all these years. Hence. the real-estate boom and 
its speculative aftermath The government's housing 
policy was left up to the Menistry of Public Works and 
City Planning (MOPL)) in the form of the four-year plan 
for 1983} to 1987 

These plans traditronally set targets for several years for 

low -cost howsing and for the apportronment of financing 
between hanks and savings institutions The goals were 
not had. but since 1988 the government has been unable 
to draw up another plan. Better conditions on the tree 
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market drew devclopers. builders. and banks away trom 

the VPO projects. The construction figures speak for 
themselves 

Bete Nowre 

To the Socialists who are congratulating themscives 
these days on their party's mitiative. fons very clear who 

has paralyzed pres sous aticmpts to influcnce the housing 
market: Economy Minister Carlos Solchaga 

Two years ago. on the eve of the gencral clection. when 
the PSOE drafted a new housing plan to recapture votes 
in the big cities, Javecr Sacnz Coscullucila, the then head 
of MOPL [Ministry of Public Works and Urban Devel- 
opment}. formulated a program that significantly 
mereased assistance for purchasers of apartments 
Studies and data on the magnitude of the probiem 
accumulated im his office. After the clections. with 
Solchaga as munistcr again. all of the plans faded away 

The government's decision to continue Iettiing the 
market operatic also meant a string of deseriions and 
dismissals. The General Directorate of Housing lost 
political influence and was left m the hands of an 
obedient technician, Marnano de Dicgo And the state- 
run enterprise that develops public housing, SG: 

shifted trom a political president to a technical onc tar 

removed from obedience to Ferraz Sirect’ Housing 
remained a secondary probiem until now 

To many Socialists. who have been calling for a change 
of policy for years, the problem is that 11 1s now too late 

“More than one of us warned that thes was a powder keg 
What they have done makes no sense. It 1s technicalls 
impossible to build 400.000 housing units. Who would 
have ever thought of making that kind of promisc”” 
complained one of the regular particupants in the PSOE 's 

housing programs 

The party “apparatus” even surprised its own municipal 

candidates with the promise Several, morcover. were 
upset over the secrecy of the proposal, which was 

“cooked up by the tightest group on Ferraz Sirect.” 

according to one of the them. and over the mistakes 
contains. “They have made it very casy for Solchaga” 
complained one municipal candidate who disagrees with 

the look of the campaign platform 

The first mistake, according to these sources. 1s the focus 
on low-cost loans as the solution to the housing problem 
Even Juho Rodngucz. the president of the Morigage 
Bank and a real Chuerra man. has on private cxpressed hes 
doubts about the usefuless of artificially lowermng loan 
imicres rates. All of the caperts on thes sector, both 

Socialists and businessmen, know that a solution to the 
housing problem requires an attack on several fronts 

According to a recent study published by the Mortgage 
Bank. the policy that has to be pursued on coming vears 

Ss to bring the price of housing down rather than boost 

construction. The proyectrons made ‘or this study came 
up with the mage number according to demographin 
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Studies. the shorttall on princupal ressdences in Spain in 

1991 «s estemated at 404.000 units. with a downtrend as 
of 1992 Ferraz took the very much moto account, bul not 

the technrcal rccommendations on the policy to be 

pursucd 

\ Million \ otes 

The PSOE was om a hurry to make os proposal since the 
protic of the 400.000 buyers who cannot find an apart- 

ment «sa couple between 25 and 35 years of age. both 

workong. and lnveng mm a mayor city. Almost a millon 

Ihe hey to thes Pan os gctleng mecapensive 

financene Yet how ony governments enforce the Land 

Law. the only one that can bower is price. % just as 

important as the cost of borrowing. or more so. 

according to most housing caperts 

voles 

Moreover, the government can hardly obtain © 15h 

tuncdeng for 400000 howseng unets at 8 percent. ()\ 

past three vears the mterest rate for VPO has 
between |! and 12 percent. parth subwedized by MOP! 

mm accordance with the mnoome of the purchasing tamuly 

broee-market loan fates. m contrast, rose to more than 17 

percent on the average mm 1990. “It the mmorease om loans 

is lmrted. the PSOE cannot capect us to grant them at 

the lowest price” says ABB adveser Rodngucz Ascenso 

Private banks have already sand clearly what they think 

in thes rogard “Miate-run banks have too. What Guerra 

man Jul Rodmpucs docs not want to say mn public has 
boon seed by the presedent of the Officsal Credit Institute, 
Migucl Meni State banks. whech as of 1993) must 

compete on an equal tooteng with other banks, cannot 

devote more of thew tends than they are now, 14 

percent. to financeng VPO) 

in any event. the dehate » weloome, and 1 1s good that 
the party was the one that started 1.” says the former 
prewdent of a state-run enterprese. After the drsagree- 

ments between Benegas and Solchaga. all of the major 

fygures om publec life have put forth thew own housing 

proposals The leader of LU netted Left, Julho Angurta, says 

that he will have a plan shortly. and the People’s Party 1s 

hacking the request of Catalan burlders that unreported 
moneys be allowed to keep avondong taxes if it goes into 

apartment construction And Madnd developers recall 

then TO-pornt proposal. whech enchades better tas treat- 

ment tor real estate transactions 

Kul the numbers are overwhelarng The real estate 
hoom mover but the price of apartments rs still shy high 
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A Mortgage Bank study says that Spaniards making 
between 1.3 and 6.7 millon pesctas a vear could aflord 

to pay betecen 18 and 16.5 millon pesctas for an 

apartment in 1990 without goung dangcrouwsly into dct 
The tough part 1s findeng a lwable apartment for that 
proce im a bag city 

Peruvian First Vice President Arrives on \ isit 

PYO03062 24991 Madrid EFE om Spanwh 1006 GM 1 
3 Jun 9! 

[Text] Madnd. 3 Jun (EFE}—Masimo San Roman 
chairman of the Peruvian Senate and first vice presedent 
of the Republec. today arrived mm Madnd at the start of a 
three-day officsal vest. He sand: “C holera 1s pretty much 

under control im my country although there arc stell arcas 
thal worry us mn the mowntam range and m the Amazon 

region 
During hrs veset the Peruvian politician will meet woth 
King Juan Carlos, Narcrs Serra. the vice presedent who 
currently acting presedent. Foresgn Minister Francewo 
Fernandez4 Wdoncz. and Sate Security Secretary Ratact 
Vera 

Maximo San Roman will also vist Bilbao. om nortiern 
Spain. where he will meet members of the Basque 

regronal government He well also visit Sevilla. the cap 
ital of Andalusia Province. where be wil) veset the site of 

Expo 92 [the mternatronal fan marking the SOOth anm 
versary of the discovery of the Americas] 

Maximo San Roman held a news conference at the 

Sarajas International Airport in Madrid during which be 
cupressed interest in developing a proyect for technical 
cooperation with the Spanish Scnaic. “secking to 

improve the performance” of the Peruvian Scnate 

San Roman added that during hres stay om Spann be will 
discuss assestance for the productive sector, especially 
for small- and medium-sized enterprises 

He stated: “Spain 1s our window to the European ( om- 
munity [EC] and thes assistance would facilitate 
improved trading between Latin American countries 
Spam, and the EC” 

Maximo San Roman sand that his mecting with Mate 
Security Secretary Ratacl Vera comes within the frame- 
work of institutronal cooperation in the struggle against 
terrorism and represents a follow up to a recent mecting 

of the two officials Lima 
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Nerway, loeland To Oppese EC Fishing Demands 

LDO906144291 Stxthoim Radw Saecden in Engi 

1130GMT 3 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] Norway and locland have agreed to jountly 
oppose European Commun, demands to allow E( 
trawlers to fish om thew waters as part of a ace free trade 
decal begenmeng at the end of neat year The EC wants 
iceland and Norway—both members of EFTA. the Euro- 
pean Free Trade Assocsatron—to allow the EC fishermen 
mmto thew waters on return for scrapping EC emport harners 

to fish umports. lecland depends on fish for some 70 
percent of is caport carmengs. Arctic arcas of Norway are 
also heavily dependant on fish cuports [passage omitted) 

Denmark 

Fllemann-Jersen Meets Slovene boreign Minister 

LDIOOS03S491 Belerade TANITG om bneliooh 

ISISGMT OY May 9! 

[Test] Copenhagen. May 29 (TANIJUG)}—Danrsh For- 
ceugn Minister Utie Eliemann-Jensen today sand be was 
confident VY ugosiayia would overcome the conflicts m a 
peaceful and democrat way 

Eltiemann today met with Foreygn Minister of the ¥ ugosiay 
Republi of Slovena Dimery Repel who is visiting 
Copenhagen om the capacity of gucst of the foreign policy 
socnty 

Rupe! will tomorros icave for Stockholm. at the invitation 
of the Swedish foreign policy socecty. He « capected to 
mect with representatives of the Swedish Foreign Min- 
mr 

Finland 

Labor Dispute Hits Local Transport, Ports 

L.1D0306183491 Helunks Suomen Vierwadi Network 

in Finnish 1600 GMT 4 Jan 9! 

[Text] The labor dispute m the transport mdusiry has 
stopped local transport over almost the whole country 

Express routes arc being run between the larger ‘owns but 
they have had to but cut almost everywhere. Travelers m 
smalicr places mostly have to find alternative transport. 
however, the labor dispute docs not affect postal vehicles 

The stevedores’ strike, for mts part. has paralyzed ports, no 
unloading or loading work 1s berng done 

National arbitrator Jorma Rem: was unable to guess 
today when artitration om the transport and port 

workers’ labor disputes can begin. Rew 1s already m 
contact with the parties on the dispute today, though the 
arbitrator says no hight 1 emmediately discermile. Con- 
tacts will continue tomorrow, when Remi will again 
aseces the possibilities for starting negotiations 
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* Army Getting First Scif-Propelied Guns 
VIE NOSS44 Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMET 
m Fremesh I] Apr Yi pp 3S 

[Unatirvbuted artcte “Armored Bngade Motuiny Wall 
Improve Thanks to Scif-Propefied Grums. Sovect Guns Also 

Avaslabic Among Thow Left Behend mm East Germany] 

[Text] Lappeenranta (HS)}—The Armed Forces plan to 
improve armored brigade motulity m partcular, eth 

the first sclf-propelied guns mm thew k.aory. The scff- 
propeticd gums will be statroncd with the Parola Armored 

Brigade. whos artillery thes plan to gradually replace 
with scif-propelicd gums Al present. all Armed Forces 

artillery require separate towing vchoctes 

In a report msecd to the CSCE countres, Finland states 
that the Minrtry of Defense 1s ordering 18 Sovect-made 
if-propelicd gums Moving under as own powcr al a 
speed of 60 km an hour. the vehucle = cqumpped with a 

152mm gun and carrecs a five-man crew 

Eleven hight infantry brigades and two armored brigades. 
which are provided with bettcr equipment than the other 

brigades. are specified mm Finland's warteme configura- 
von Finland plans to mobilize 14 brigades provided 
with older equipment All told Finland's motuhzation 

strength vs about SOO) 000 men 

bt quipment Also Available in Cermany 

The report msued to the CSCE countnes on the military 
equipment that 1s on the procurement list mentions only 

the quantities of equipment by category to be purchased 

The Ministry of Defense plans to buy only Finnish and 
Sovect weapons and wehicles. The gums and grenade 
launchers are Finnish, as are also most of the armored 
vehacles 

The Menestry of Defense has not made a decrwon yet on 

which weapons and vehicles 1 1s gorng to buy. All of the 
Sovect-made tanks and vehicles thal are on the procure- 

ment lst are also among those left behend by the East 
German Army Sunce price and the conditron the weapons 

are on will be deceive. the country from whech they are 

purchased may also be Germany There « wo far no 
definite information on the total cost of the purchases. In 
thes year's budget, S81 mulhon markkas have been appro- 

priated for new equipment purchases: Whole the orders are 
to be submitted thes vear, delivernes of and payments for 
the equipment will be scheduled over several years’ tome 

Most of Armored Personne! Carriers trom Finland 

Among other tems. there are 81 armored personne! 

carners on the order test. Of these, 57 are Finnish Siew 
armored carners, or Pass [from panssareSeou] The 
Ministry of Defense plans to order ¥) Tampetia | )0-1om 
grenade launchers and |) Tampetia heavy 155mm guns 
The Tampetla guns require a towing vehicte 

The cyght-wheeled BTR-80 armored personnel carners 
represent the latest Sovect equipment on the Ministry of 
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Defense procurement Inst. Ten of these vehaciecs are being 
ordered. The Armed Forces have several of the same 
type of vehocie on use from before, but mow of them are 
older madets 

The Armed Forces have been using the BMP series 
assault tanks for several years now. Thes tome. there are 
14 BMP-.2 wehocies on the order lest. Thess armed vebacic 
can transport seven men. or about the same number as 
the BTR-S0 

Old NV chictes Will Be Upgraded 

The three combat tanks [the ministry] referred to om its 
procurement announcement are Sovict-made T-72 
tanks. One of the Armed Forces’ two warteme armored 
brigades « cquipped with ths type of tank. Its old 
Sovect-made T-55 tanks are at present being upgraded 
for the other brigade 

There are 60 combat tanks and about 160 armored 
personne! carners, an antiamrcraft missile baticry. ant- 

aircraft tanks, 24 towed or self-propelled guns, and 27 
grenade launchers mm a wartime armored brigade 

The self-propelled gums ordered for the armored 
have been om use since the beginning of the 1970's. The 
self-propelled gun 1s known in NATO by the type desig- 
natron M-1973. The range of the 152-mm gun in the fully 
rotateng turret over 20 km. The M-1973 has been used 
by at least the Iraqi. the Libyan, and the East German 
armucs, mm addition to the Sovect army 

Armed Forces Buying Soviet-Made 15)-mm 
Self Propetied Gans 

According to the report msued to the CSCE countries, 
the Ministry of Defense plans to order 18 self-propelled 
gums thes year. The tracked vehocles carry a five-man 
crew and are equipped with 1$2-mm guns 

1% Monday. Finland and the other CSCE countres 
delivered reports on wartime troops and equipment 

purchases that are to be made. According to an agree- 
ment wened last year mm Vienna, the CSCE countnes 
issue reports annually 

There are also three T-72 combat tanks, 10 BTR-80 
armored personne! carners, and 14 BMP.) assault 
tanks —all Sov ict-made—on the procurement list 

A decrson, on principle, on the purchases, bul not on the 
slicer, has been made at the Defense Ministry. In addi- 
thon to the country of manufacture, there 1s also Sovict- 
made military equipment left behind by the East 
(serman army 

* SAP(\). Left Alliance Tie Defined 
VIENOSSEO Helonks HELSINGIN SANOMWAT 
mtimnwh 12 Apr vi pe 

[Ut natinbuted article “SKP(Y) [Finnish Communist 
Party (U nity)] Defends Itself Against Purge Proposal” | 
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[feat] The munormty Communrst organization, SKP(Y) 
[Finarsh Communrt Party (lUnity)), took a stand on 

Thursday om the dchate over the statc of affairs wathin 
the Left Athance [VL] The SAP(Y) Central Commutice 
Stated that the organization 1s not “a party thal organizes 

polutecal acteon paraliclng that of the VL.“ nor ns 4 “an 
micrnal faction of the VL.~ 

The VL caccutrve committee. which 6 to meet neu 

weekend, plans to discuss whether a member of the VL 
can semultancousl) serve m the SAPPY). VL leaders have 

demanded that such members choose onc of the other 

Purging minornty Communrsts from the VL has been 
ransed as a solutrvon 

The SAP(Y)'+ postion is included m the “statement™ 
approved by the Central Commutice, which they plan to 

discuss at the organization's congress in May 

In the SAP(Y) statement of ts position, the VL ss not 
referred to as a party but “as a pluralistic Lefi-Green 
movement.” Pluralism 1s. on the organization's opimon, a 
strength, not a weakness that the VL should nd itself of 

The SAPCY) was of the oprmon that Communrst Party 
(SAP) actevitees must be contenucd because the VL docs 
not replace them. The better the Communnsts can rally 
and renew thew forces, the more they will have to 
contribute within the VL. the organization conluded. 

As for the SAP leaders, they are terminating the party's 

activities. However, the majority Communrsts are being 
urged to marmtamn thew membership because whal 1s 
imtended to be the party's last congress 1s only a couple of 
years away. and they hope that the minority Commu- 

nists well Mol acquire a Mapority at i 

“Toward a Left-.recen Opposition™ 

The SAPCY) Central Commutice has proposed that the 
congress urge all members of the organization to youn the 
VL. At the SAP(Y) congress, they also intend to confirm 
a decison to combine all SAPCY) activities mm Parha- 
ment. the municipal councils, and the trade unron move- 
ment with those of the VI 

The SAP(Y) has also proposed that the VL. the SDP 
[Social Democrat Party}, and the Greens engage im 
COMMON Opposition activities, with the goal of formueng a 
majority om the neat Parhament and a broad movement 
to fight Finland's membership in the EC 

Iceland 

* Paper on Election Results, New Government 

* Parties’ Strength Assessed 

VIE NOS 344 Revered VWORGT NBLADID in Ioclandn 
Ji Apr Vip ad 

[Ednornal “Reconstruction Closely Viewed”) 
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[Text] The proncepal result of the parhamentary clectsoms 
last Saturday 1s that the four old partcs are sircngthcnong 
thew possteon, the Couens Party docs not cast any more 
and the Women’s Lit 4 weakening When the whotc 
pacture 1s Comudered. onc can antacipatc grcatcr stabelity on 
lcelandxc polstecs om the upcoming months than there has 
been. Varrous posssbulstecs are apparent for the formation 
of a government, and just as the icader of the Indepen- 

dence Party has wndxcated. the option of a two-party 
government 1s evident. and prefcrably a new recomsiruc- 
tion. Several options might be mentioned. such as the 
current government partecs with the partacepation of the 
Women’s Lest on place of the collapsed Cuuzens Party But 
after the Progressives’ attack on the Socal Democrata 
Party and the fabricated accusations about uncritical par- 
tcypation on the European Community. onc can gucss that 
the Socsal Democrats would shudder at the cxtenwon of 
such cooperation. In the clectson campaign the bead of the 
Independence Party distanced himsecif from the party 
hawks who endorse the current fisheries policy. and hrs 
statements are closer to the policy of the Socsal Democratic 
Party on fisheries rssucs than the hard stand which. for 
cxamplc. has characterized the Progressive Party Both 
regarding cooperation on cconomi collaboration im 
Europe and on most other matters, things are well under- 
stood between the Socual Democrat Party and the Indo- 
pendence Party. whech have the same of a semular policy 
too on the third mayor mwssuc. large-scale industry and the 
construction of a new aluminum plant m iceland The 
Statement of the Women’s List on government partuipa- 
LON against renouncing opposition to large imdusiry rs 
certainly noteworthy bul not a rchable bass mm the con- 

flacts which could become possible under present corcum- 
stances 

The Independence Party had a good election. and 
reclarmed its former powtion on the keclandw polrtical 
scence, though the party's success was a good deal lew than 

most party members were hoping for it can be sand that 
three things encouraged the Independents hopes for a 
mayor victory om these clecthoms om the first place. very 
favorable public opimon polls months at a tome m the 

second place. the fact that a leftwing government has been 
m power for two and a half vears. and om the therd place 
the discussons which were a prelude to the leadershup 

election at the party's last natronal meetong on carly March 

The gap betecen polls and election results 1s sometimes 
quite large Indeed. MORGILNBLADID recalled the 

week before clectroms that such polls had shown a S) 

percent followeng for the party om Cictober 19°79. but that 
December the party received yust over 35 peroent of the 

votes. Given the current outcome. the Independents «sl! 
probably rely tess on public opimon polls om the futurc 

The Independence Party has tance acheeved a mayor 
victory when leftwing governments have been on power 
mm the former instance. im city Counce! clectooms mm sprong 
1958. when the party won 10) seats. and om the latter, m 
the 19°4 parhamentary clectioms. when the party 

received 42.7 percent of the votes 
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(on the other hand. the party's capenmence m the 

December 1979 clectrons showed that unpopular 
icftwrng govcraments do not always cmsure the party a 

wgmixant clecthon wim. In spring 1978 the Indepen- 
dence Party suffered a major dcicat in parhamentary 
clectsoms. and although the icftwing government. which 
was on office from summer 1978 to autumn 1979. was 
one of the most umpossbic. the result was thal the party 

needed two clecthons to regaim its former sirength 

The parts s defeat mm the 1987 parhamentary clectrons 

eas such that t probably nceds two clectioms to regain its 
peak strength om the wake of ots defeat 

How great a difference there vs om the party's strength im 
parts of the country 1 food for thought for the Indepen- 

dents. The party 1s cnormowsly strong m Reyhyavek, but 
on the other hand the Independents have to face the fact 

that the party's ecakness owtede Revhjyavek os too great 
and must cause party members some anarcty The party 
1s loseng votes proportionate! in all constituencies out- 

side Reyvisay ek except on the West Fords. compared with 
the 1943 clecthoms, but the party's showing om the ~est 
eas very good cven approaching the major vector, of 

19°74. The Independence Party musi not turn iteclf from 
* nateonal party into an urhan onc m the southecs 
corner. ft has hrstoncal roots throughout the cowntry 

The People’s Alhance has strengthened ts positron, but 
% nonctheless far from haveng regamned its former 

strength when the party had nearly one-fifth of the votes 
m the cowntry That a party with a past he that of the 
People's Alhance should make such a showeng 1s some- 
thong to thenk about However. its clection adverirwng 
secured a pretty good result 

The Socsal Democratn Party's strength m the wake of 
these clectooms 1s not beast emplecet om the fact that the party 

sm 2 key powton for negotiations on formation of a 
government It 1s the Independence Party's most natural 
coalthon partar because of essential agreement on all 
major msuecs. and whether a so-called reconstruction gov- 
ernment rs formed or a leftwrng one with the partecupation 
of the Women’s List 1s vertually om thew power 

In the samme way the Independence Party m weak mm the 
cowntry. the Progressive Party 1 weak om the southwest 

wrhan area The party's offensive im that regron appears 
to have come to a halt. and the must be cawseng the 

Progressive great anuicty “Now as before. the party's 
strength om icelands politecs = based on the different 

weighting of votes by constituencies 

Now the prewdent of locland and the party leaders arc 

faced with the tak of putteng together a new govern. 

ment Thes rs certannly an cawer sob than after the 148" 

clecthoms Cooperation of the Independence and Social 

Democtatn Parties om the government 1s clearly not for 
the purpose of decoding the rssucs These partes have the 

samme sree on the alumenem mewc and have ff cawer than 
others om reachong accord on EFTA-EC negotiations. as 
“as noted preveouwsly) ft more bhely that there would 
be a difference om frsheng poly of such @ government 
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were formed than of a icftwing government took office. 
but that would be a good sgn. Everything suggests that a 
coalition government of these two partes Could cmsurc a 
ace penod of progress on Iocland. A conmtenumng icftwing 
govcrament with an ever stronger central authority beads 
mevitably to a sttuaton m whech objective drsagree- 

ments and differences of opmmon among the partics are 
not discussed Great responsibility rests with the bcaders 

of the Socsal Democrate Party to tackle the mseucs and 
work according to the platform 

Arguments began clectson might betwecen bcaders of the 

Independence and the Progressive Partecs as to whether 
Steungromur Hermannsson had to resgn wmmediately oF 
not. Clbwsously. thes 1s 3 Iegal moot porwnt. When matters 
of opmmon regardeng government formation arc beng 
drscussed, 1 5s necessary to leave no room for douwm. The 
prome menrster need not bring such critecrsm on hemscif. 
there 0s already cnough m locland« polities. Morcover. 
there a presedent m the country who has the task of 

forming govcraments 

* Agenda for Oddson 

VIE NOS S4R Revipaeed VORGT NALADID 1 hoclands 

| Way YI p 2? 

(Edvtorsal “The First Task" 

[Test] It «s very emportant that David Ciddeson'’s new 
govermment succeed m striking the mght note from the 
hegrameng. The mann thong 1s that state finances need to be 
put on a firm footeng almost ummediately. The departure 
of the leftweng government, and of Clatur Crrumsson from 
the Fenance Monistry 1s awful, and a thorough assessment 
of that departure needs to be made av arlatic 

Hut at the same tome the new government has to make 
decrssoms emmediately on the coming days and weeks. to 
curb state expenditures and credit needs for thes year ht 
ms not powswhlc to hold off such decrsons until next fall 

when Fenance Minister Fridirik Sophusson presents brs 
first budgct These decrsions hase to be made in the near 
future and on a way that well be notwed 

\ difficult task awarts the new finance menester. It 1s not 
an cas) matter to cut public capendiures of curtail, the 
seemingly mmsatiable financial needs of the public sector 
But thes effort of great severity must succeed. and nether 

pressure groups nor members of the Althing must be 
iliowed to get away with stopping . Monesters of the 
we-spending ministries need to persist with the finance 
munester on thes task. Their obligation. no lew than the 
finance menister’s, 1% to trem capenditures. They have 
not had permiwson to look on themecives as a hind of 

pressure group for the mitcrests which thew moenintrics 
work on. How the government handics these matters m 
the comueng months well say much about its fate 

Sometomes mineters and officials do littl to curtail 
pubblec spending on travel. entertammment. and other such 

matters, and say that the amounts are so small that they 
do not matter on the overall prcture But cxapenditures of 
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thes khend maticr to the public. Taxpayers notuce where 
thew moncy has gone m thes respect. For thes reason. 
what they think about these ntiems of capenduure says a 
lot aboul a government and is munrstcrs. 

A firm grip on state finances. then. m the beginning of 
thes government's term, 1 a prerogursiic to succeed mm 
renewing the natronal reconciliation agreements ocx 
fall. The government has te lay the groundwork for that 
with decisive measures im st sic finances. Then 1 5 up to 
the labor market partacipants to reach agreement among 
themsclvcs without state micrvention. 

Norway 

Holst Accuses USSR of Violating Arms Treaties 
110306120891 Stockholm Radio Sweden in English 
1130 GMT 3 Jun 91 

{Text} Norway has accused the Sovect Union of veolateng 
arms control treaties by sending tanks, artillery, and 
armored personne! carners to the Arctic region. Nor- 
ways Defense Minister Johan Jorgen Holst says the 
Sovect Umon mtends to reclassify some army units as 

naval groups. to try to dodge the conventional forces m 
Europe agreement, which excludes all naval forces. The 
Arcte Kola Peninsula, cast of Norway. 1 home of the 
huge Sovict Northern Fleet 

Sweden 

Andersson ‘Overworked’; Cancels Gorbaches Meeting 
110206175291 Stackholm Svertecs Radiw Network 
m Swedeh 1600 GUT 3 Jun 91 

[Text] Foren Monistcr Sten Andersson 1s being forced 
to cancel all hes engagements for two weeks because of 
overwork. Thes will mean that Sten Andersson will not 
recerve Pressedent Mibhail Gorbachey of the Sovect 
t'mon on Thursday. nor will he meet Sovict Foreign 
Minister Aleksandr Bessmerinykh Sten Andersson wll 
also cancel a planned trp to Moscow later mm Junc, which 
he was to have made im his capacity as chairman of the 
Miunrsterial Commutice of the Council of Europe 

Swedish Commander on Nordic, | uropean Security 

1.1)0106165691 Helunks Suomen Viewradi Network 

m Finnesh 1600 GUT 31 May 9! 

[Text] Newtrality well, in the Europe of the future, no 
longer necessarily be the best way for small countries lhe 
Sweden and Finland to gain external security, but they 

can guaranice themscives greater security through 
broader European cooperation, sand the commander of 
the Swedish Defense Forces. General Bengt Gustafsson. 
m Helwnk: today 

(rustafeson sard that such a situation could arise with the 
recemt developments in Europe The mmflucnce of the 
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Soviet Union has declined, and it also has fewer oppor- 
tunities for military operation on the European conti- 

nent. Nor 1s security in the Nordic region any longer tc 
the same extent bound to the European continent, stated 
Gustafsson, in a speech to a civil defense course. In this 
Situation it 1s possible that the neutrality policy is no 
longer the best alternative for guaranteeing security—but 
greater security can be achieved within the framework of 
a broader European system, said General Gustafsson. 

* Newspaper Examines Bildt, Westerberg Pact 

* Main Compromise on Taxes 

YIENOS40A Stockholm SVENSKA DAGBLADET 

in Swedish 22 Apr 91 p 6 

| News analysis by Sigfrid Leyyonhufvud: “Tactical Game 
for Their Own Program” } 

[Text] What makes a political platform credible” 

The obvious answer 1s that the program must tackle the 
problems, but it must also stand a good chance of being 
carried out in practical politics. 

A desirable position for any party 1s to win a majority in 
the Riksdag with its own program in order to ensure 
implementation of that program. No party 1s in that 
position today. 

That has been the situation in the nonsocialist corner for 

many decades. The nonsocialist parties have long since 

realized, therefore, that they must compromise with cach 
other before an election to make a nonsocialist alterna- 
tive for government credible. But this has always meant 
balancing the need to pursue the policy one believes in 

and the need to appear as part of a possible alternative 
for government. 

Issues First 

Until quite recently during the current term of the 

Riksdag, the Center Party emphasized the issues and the 

necd to give the voter a clear picture of where the party 
stands. Whether it has lived up to those ambitions 1s 
another question 

The Moderates, for their part, have been most cager to 
stress the importance of creating the foundation for a 
government with a nonsocialist majority. Carl Bildt has 

therefore been willing to compromise in order to create 
the conditions for a nonsocialist platform. 

For a long time it appeared that the Center Party's line 
would prevail in the runup to the 1991 elections 

But the new-old economic crisis, which was obvious to 
everyone at the start of last year, created the need for a 
clearer alternative for government. 

In the context of the crisis, Bengt Westerberg and Carl 
Bildt felt so much pressure last fall that they were able to 
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stop squabbling and come up with a six-point program as 

the basis for a government policy. 

They have continued along that path. Efforts to bring the 
Center Party into the group have been limited. 

Quality Guarantee 

When the two presented their platform of principles on 

Sunday. Carl Bildt was not slow to give their own efforts 
nigh marks: 

“This 1s the only policy that can be pursued. It 1s an 
economic policy with a quality guarantee.” 

“The problems facing the Swedish economy are very 
serious, $O we must have a program that people believe 
in,” say both Westerberg and Bildt. Their message 1s that 
they have focused on “further refinement” rather than 

“diversification.” 

To some extent, however, they have focused on diversifi- 
cation. They have compromised with each other primarily 
on tax policy and have deliberately ignored areas where 
they do not yet agree. Examples of this are aid to devel- 
oping countries and family policy, an issue on which they 

mention a loose agreement with the Center Party. 

In that situation, the Center Party has felt rsolated. Olof 
Johansson now says that the two-party platform 1s not 
credible because 1 has no chance of putting together a 

majority in the Riksdag after the election. If the program 
is to be credible, the Center Party must be included. 

Changed Their Minds 

in a sense, Bildt and Johansson can be said to have 
changed their minds. As far as Bildt and Westerberg are 
concerned, credibility now hes mainly in the program 

itself, while for Johansson, the question 1s whether it 1s 

likely that the program can be achieved. 

In his criticrsm, the Center Party's leader ignores com- 
pletely the question of whether the Moderate/Liberal 

platform has any chance of bringing Sweden out of the 

crisis. For that analysis he substitutes the prediction that 
if there 1s a Moderate/Liberal government, it will have to 
turn to the middle—that 1s, the Center Party—in order 

to carry Out its program. If it does, the policy wall no 
longer be the same 

At an carlier stage, t looked as though Bildt’s and 
Westerberg’s strategy was to work up a common alterna- 
tive for economic policy without wasting time with the 
Center Party 

They were obviously hoping that like-minded groups in 

the Center Party would then force that party to join 

them—perhaps at the cost of concessions in other areas 

Minor Deviations 

But since the Center Party has gotten a possible rival in 
the KDS [Christian Democratic Union], the two parties 

seem interested mostly in guarding their own program 
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The room for deviation 1s said to be very limited. The 
invitation [to the Center Party] 1s all for show. 

And things do not stop there. 

Judging from a basic section in “New Start for Sweden,” 
they are locking the Center Party out completely. 

How else can one interpret the plain statement that any 
premature phasing out of nucicar power 1s out of the 
question” 

* SDP Staying With Rehnberg 

YIENOS40B Stockholm SVENSKA DAGBLADE] 
in Swedish 22 Apr 91 p 2 

{Commentary by Mats Svegfors: “In the Service of the 
Unavoidable™] 

[Text] It has been a few years since the government 
moved out of the Chancery on Mynt Square. But yes- 
terday the new government held a dress rehearsal there 
for this fall. Carl Bildt and Bengt Westerberg presented 
“New Start for Sweden.” which they described as a 

“platform of principles” in preparation for the election 

With one vorwe—that of Carl Bridt, to be precise —the 
two of them explained that the platform was not the 
product of a compromise but the expression of a 
“common viewpoint.” 

And that 1s probably true. What 1s happening 1s that the 
economic problems are now becoming so great and so 
acute that the political differences between the Liberal 
and Moderate Parties are shrinking quickly 

Bengt Westerberg described the situation as “extraord- 
narily serious.” According to the Liberal Party leader, a 
“sizable flight of investment” from Sweden ts underway 
The Moderate Party leader described a situation im 
which there was in fact no freedom of action in terms of 
economic policy. Any government will be forced, “with a 

greater or lesser degree of enthusiasm,” to pursue pre- 
cisely the policy which the Moderate and Liberal Parties 
stand for. 

Differences Shrinking 

And that 1s probably so. When the trough is empty, 
horses bite cach other. With politicians, it 1s just the 
opposite. When the big cashbox at the Ministry of 

Finance starts to get empty. the differences among all 
parties hoping to win power shrink 

Presumably we will discover this as carly as Tuesday, 
when the government submits its supplementary budget 
bill. It 1s true that the government will pay tribute to the 
successful work done by the Rehnberg Commission— 
that 1s, the commission which has not yet done its work 
It 1s true that the government will claim that we “are 
close,” are “getting closer.” or “can glimpse” that 
famous turning point for Swedish industry, even though 
industry's own economists are maintaming that things 
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are going to get quite a bit worse before we reach that 
turning point. And i 1s true that Allan Larsson claimed 
yesterday afternoon that the Moderate and Liberal Par- 
ties were “desperate.” since they had to move so far to 
the right in their platform of principles. 

But aside from those sacrifices on the campaign altar by 
a man who in non-clectvon years 1s a tolerably shrewd 
and reasonable minister of finance, the government's 
revised budget 1s going to paint a picture which in many 
respects will be close to that described in the common 

platform of principles adopted by the Moderate and 
Liberal Parties. 

The reason 1s that it 1s just as Bildt says: there 1s no 
sweeping freedom of action in the field of economic 
policy. The government that 1s composing rosy budgets 
may be forced down to carth within a few days to deal 
with an acute foreign exchange crisis 

That prospect also exists for Moderates and Liberals. 
They are already having to dodge speculation that thei 
new start for Sweden ts like the old Social Democratic 
one—that is. «to oinvolves a mayor devaluation. That 

places definite limits on what can be promised now and 
poses definite demands as to what must be said in 
advance 

That 1s true now, and ut will be much truer after the 
election, when the time comes to negotiate for forming a 
government 

Minority Government 

The Center Party leadership belreves that policy 1s just a 

maticr of tactical maneuvering by a number of partics 

But that 1s not the case, least of all in difficult times. In 
fact. one ws tempted to smile when Olof Johansson 

responds to Bildt and Westerberg by holding out the 
prospect of a minority government of his own—not 

because his minority would be too small but because the 

policy would then be all out of kilter. An “extraordinar- 
ily serious situation” with a “sizable fight of invest- 

ment” cannot in fact be countered with a lower value- 

added tax on food 

It 1s casy to work out a number of governments which 
would not have a single seat behind them in the Riks- 
dag—a minority government could not be any smaller 
than that—but which would still enjoy considerable 

credibility. lt depends not on size but on policy 

The Center Party 1s currently the most unrealistic of all 

the parties to the mght of the red-green pair constituted 
by the Lefl Party and the Environment Party. Even New 
Democracy stands out as a relatively realistic party in 
comparison with Ake Pettersson’s and Olof Johansson’s 
Center Party. At least New Democracy focuses its pop- 

ulism on harmless topics 

The message from Bildt and Westerberg—<certainly the 
Center Party should join in, but we don’t believe in its 
policy for a second—is casy to understand. 
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* Program Lacks Specifics 

9IENOS40C Stockholm SVENSKA DAGBLADET 

in Swedish 22 Apr 91 p 2 

{Editorial: “Alliance's Program”™} 

[Text] It was on SVENSKA DAGBLADET's editorial 
page that the idea for Moderate-Liberal cooperation was 
first brought up. We brought it up immediately after the 
1988 election. The basis for our suggestion was that 
policy 1s more important than the makeup of the gov- 
ernment. A broad nonsocialist coalition—that 1s, a com- 
bination of the three parties (the Moderate, Liberal, and 
Center Parties}—threatened to make the change of gov- 
ernment more important than the change in policy. We 
said that on a number of political issues, the Center 
Party was on the wrong side of the Social Democratic 
Party. As a result, a broad compromise could easily lead 
to a situation in which the nonsocialists would win 
control of the government but lose in the area of policy. 
For that reason, political logic called for a liberal alliance 
between the social liberal Liberal Party and the liberal- 
conservative Liberal Party [as published]. 

That liberal alliance has now presented its equivalent of 
the emergency program backed by the Social Democrats 
before the 1982 election. 

Are we about to be proven right’? Will Moderates and 
Liberals turn out to have the political unanimity that we 
took for granted two and a half years ago” Is a liberal 
alternative to a mgid and ossified Social Democratic 
Party now emerging? 

If we were nonsocialist two-party enthusiasts with the 
same expectations and hopes as the three-party enthusi- 

asts of the 1960's and 1970's, we would be saying in 
disappointment: “Is that all there 1s” Were the Moderate 
and Liberal Parties unable to agree specifically on more 
than what 1s found in the document ‘New Start for 
Sweden” 

We are not saying that. Instead, we say: let us thank the 
country’s lucky stars that the two parties sought unity 

and compromise in detail on so few points. For such 
compromises in election campaigns usually have two 

characteristics: they meet the needs of the parties more 
than they do those of the country, and in the clection 
campaign, they tend to make the compromising parties 

lose interest in pushing those issues on which, through 
compromise, they share a stand with a number of other 

parties. 

In “New Start for Sweden,” the Moderate and Liberal 
Parties express their unequivocal emphasis on formu- 
lating and pursuing a liberal government policy after the 
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1991 election. That in itself is more important than 
everything clse—more important than anything cise 
could be. 

On most points, the document 1s more programmatic 
than specific. It indicates a direction to be taken; 
makes no campaign promises, and opposition parties 

should not do more than that in this spring of 1991 as 
they face the possibility of taking control of the govern- 
ment six months down the road. 

The Social Democrats worked out an emergency pro- 
gram before the 1982 election. On several points, that 
program was very specific. Sweden was going to revalue 
its currency. An extensive public investment program 
was going to be launched after the clection, and the 
Social Democrats were going to build Sweden out of the 
crisis. 

That revaluation became a devaluation. The investment 
program became government austerity. 

The Moderate and Liberal Parties are close to one 
another politically. But they are two different parties 
And the condition for their being able to cooperate 1s 
that they must be able to handle precisely that combina- 
von of similarity and dissimilarity. There 1s no reason to 
neutralize the constructive strength that resides in polit- 
ical rivalry by secking compromise im advance just for 
the sake of compromise. 

Through their common program on economic policy. the 
Moderate and Liberal Parties have strengthened the 
credibility of the alhance that was announced last fall 

Everyone realizes what that means as far as the forma- 
tion of the government next fall 1s concerned. If there rs 
a nonsocialist majority, a government will be formed to 

lead Sweden far along the political route sketched out by 
those two parties. 

In the final analysis, the success of that yourney will not 
depend on Carl Bildt and Bengt Westerberg 

If the Center Party undergoes a political metamorphosis, 
a three- or four-party majority in the Riksdag may give 
Sweden a stable government for one, two, or even 
perhaps three election periods 

If the Social Democrats are able to handle the coun- 
try'’s—rather than their own party’s—problems in the 
Opposition, a minority government consisting of the 
Moderates and Liberals may be successful—for as long 
as it lasts 

4 route has been lard out on the political map. It will be up 

to those taking part in the journey to decide, day by day, 
how the next day's stage of that journey wall be covered 

An important expedition 1s at hand. But it will not begin 
until thes fall. If the voters want it to 
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Vasiliou-Bush Meeting Termed ‘Very Positive’ 

NC3105175191 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1630 GMT 
31 May 91 

[Text] The government appraises the results of President 
Vasihou’s meeting with U.S. President Bush as very 
positive. Government spokesman Akis Fandis stated 
that this appraisal is based on the fact that the Cyprus 
problem and its basic aspects were discussed in depth. 
Emphasis was placed on the territorial and refugee 
issues. The meetings were termed positive mainly 
because President Bush offered io act as a catalyst for the 
auspicious conclusion of efforts for the solution of the 
problem within the framework of the UN secretary 
general's initiative. 

Fandis said the withdrawal of the Turkish occupation 
troops was not discussed because there was no need to 
discuss it. What was discussed, he added, is the con- 
tinuing Occupation and the need to end it with special 
emphasis on the issue of the readjustment of borders and 
the return of the refugees. 

Denkias Pleased With Ozal Summit Proposal 

TA3108145991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
1435 GMT 31 May 91 

[Excerpt] Lefkose [Nicosia] (A.A}—President Rauf Den- 
ktas of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
(TRNC) on Friday expressed pleasure at a proposal 
made on Thursday by President Turgut Ovzal for a 
four-way summit to discuss the Cyprus problem. 

Ozal reportedly made the proposal on Thursday in a 
telephone conversation with United Nations Secretary 
General Javier Perez de Cuellar. 

In a statement to A.A. Denktas said the proposal for a 
meeting between the Turkish and Greek presidents and 
Turkish and Greek Cypriot leaders had been made 
before but rejected by Greece. [passage omitted] 
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Turkish Cypriots Reject $5 Million EC Aid 
140306161391 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 

S20 GMT 3 Jun 9! 

[Text] Lefkose [Nicosia] (AA}—The Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus [TRNC] has rejected the $5 million in 
aid that the EC decided to extend to it “through the 
Cyprus Government.” 

In a statement on the wsuc, TRNC President Rauf 
Denktas pointed out that the EC refuses to see that the 
“Cyprus Republic” has lost its validity and turned into a 
“Greek Cypnot Administration.” He also said that the 
Turkish Cypriots will not give up their 28-year resistance 
movement for $5 millon. Denktas said: The only 
meaning of extending aid to one of the equal peoples 
through the other 1s that the EC sees us as a minority 
dependent on the Greek Cypriots. 

Denktas went on to say: “The plan 1s that the EC wall 
extend aid to us, and the Greek Cypnot Administration 
will approve the proyects on which we spend the aid. 
How can such a thing be possible” The EC also has credit 
possibilities for us: It plans to extend us loans for certain 
projects, but on condition that the Greek Cypriot 
Administration, which the Community calls the “Cyprus 
Government,” vouches for us and approves the projects. 
That 1s what the EC wants. The price for the EC aid is 
our equality, our freedom, our state, and our status as 
partners. We will not pay that price 

DIKO Deputy Resigns; Replacement Named 

NC310S8035591 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMT 
30 May 91 

[Text] Democratic Party [DIKO] Chairman Spiros 
Kiprianou gave a letter to the House Director General 
Takis Hatzioannou notifying him of his decision to 
resign from his position as deputy. Kiprianou's seat will 
be taken by the party's first runner-up Nikolaos Mous- 
sioutas 
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Yazar Airs Views on Greek Rejection of Summit 

1 40406110891 Ankara Turkive Radvolani Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 4 Jun 9! 

[Text] Defense Minister Mehmet Y azar has said that the 
Turkish proposal for a quadripartite summut for the 
solution of the Cyprus problen 1s the best indication of 

the Turkish and the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus [TRNC] sides’ open, sincere, and genuine inten- 
thons 

Yazar received Serdar Denktas, TRNC interior, village 
affairs, and environment minister, for talks today m 
Ankara. Recalling that both Turkey and the TRNC have 
often declared their support for the two Cypriot commu- 
nities to live om peace and tranquillity on the sland. 
Yazar sard that the Greek Cypriot Administration and 
Greece, as the imtransigent parties. mmsist on sending 
deceitful and misicading signals to the world 

Stressing that the quadripartite summit proposal was 

meant as an imvilation to solve the Cyprus probiem. 
Yazar sard that the Gireck side refused to participate im 
such a meeting. This has allowed world opinion to better 
understand which side really favors a solution and which 

side 1s trying to deceive the world for political cxpedien- 
ces by posing as the conciliatory sede 

In turn, Denktas said that the Cireck side's reyection of 
the Turkrsh proposal for the quadripartite meeting came 
as no surprise to the Turkish Cypriot community 

Vazar: Purchase of Patriot Missiles Suspended 

1402061 7°S091 Ankara ANATOLI 4 om Turkish 

ISIOGMT 3 Jun 9/ 

[Excerpt] Ankara (AA}—The moves toward Turkey's 
procurement of 10 Patnot systems have been suspended 
National Defense Minister Mehmet Vazar sand “The 
purchase of Patrnots 1s not the first preorty for our air 
defense ~ 

Replying to questions by an ANATOLIA Agency 
reporter on the subject. Vazar declared that Turkey 1s 

not in a hurry to purchase the Patriot systems. Porting 
out that the F-16 project 1s more emportant for Turkey's 
air defense, the defense minister cxplamned that the talks 

on the second phase of the propect are under way 

Vavar remarked that the producer of the Patriot missiles 

scurrently working to climinate the shortcomings of the 

missiles and to develop a new missile. He added “The 
Patriots are antiaircraft aw defense missiles. They were 
used against Scud missiles during the Gulf war, and. as 
will be recalled. falling shrapnel caused some damage 
The manufacturing firm 1s now trying to overcome those 
shortcomings and develop a new missile 

“We are wanting for financing details on thrs maticr to be 
Clarified. as well as for the technological developments to 
be concluded. We are not in a hurry for the Patriots. We 
are waiting ~ [passage omitted] 
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Iranian Health Minister Arrives on Official Visit 

140406061291 Ankara Turkive Radvolan Network 

m Turkish 000 GMT 3 Jun 9! 

[Text] Iranian Health Monester Reza Malickzadch arrived 
mn Turkey today on an official vist. Health Muinrsier 
Halil Sivgin recenwed the vesting minister at Ankara’s 
Esenboga Airport 

In a statement upon hes arrival, Malekzadeh sand thai 

Iran desires to promote relatrons between the two coun- 

trees on the health field as well 

In turn, Sivgin noted that health problems have now 
reached international dimensions, adding that 1 will be 
beneficial for the regronal countrics to Cooperate on this 
subyect 

Malckzadch will begen contacts im Ankara tomorrow 

Agreement on laxation Signed With Denmark 

T A800877529) Ankara ANATOLI in Enelish 

S30 GMT 30 May 97 

[Text] Ankara (A A}—Turkey and Denmark signed an 
agreement on Thursday to avon double taxation of 

moome tarcs 

The agreement was signed by Finance and Customs 
Ministry offical Altan Tutan and the Danish ambas- 

sador m Ankara. Neels C hrestuan Tillesch 

It foresees the solutron of double taxatron betecn the two 

countnes resulting from coonomic and trade ties 

Linder the agreement. Turkish citizens who retire m 

Denmark and start receeving thei pension after Jan. | 
1991 will not be taxed on them return to Turkey 

It also brings a SO percent reduction in Laxes on maritime 

transport 

Tufan sand the agreement would sirenghtcn the devclop- 

ment of economic, trade and technological relations 

Eximbank Loans $200 Million to Soviet Union 

1 A2005 79459) Inhara ANATOLI in Laelih 

MO*8 GMT Ww Vay 9! 

{Text} Ankara(A A}—Turkey and the Sovect U nron have 
signed an agreement for a 200 millon US. dollar loan to 
cover the Soviets urgent food capenses. officials have 

said 

They said that according to the agreement sagned by the 

Turkish Eximbank and the Sovict Foreign Economic 
Relations Bank. the Sovect LU nron will buy cereals and 
cereal products from Turkey with the loan 

Since 1989. Exumbank has opened investment and con- 

sumer credits to the Sovect UL mon worth another 950 

millon dollars 
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The two countnes decided to boost economic relations 
in 1984 when the construction of a pipeline to carry 
Soviet natural gas to Turkey started. 

The bilateral trade volume which was 1.2 billion dollars 
in 1989 totalled 1.9 billion dollars last year. 

Turkish Cypriot Views on New York Talks Noted 

NC0306125091 Istanbul MILLIYVET im Turkish 
29 May Yi p17 

{Nilufer Yalein report: “The Greek Cypriot Pressure 
Backfired”| 

[Text] Ankara—The Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus [TRNC] and Turkey have worked hard on the 
basic principles and the structure of the federal state the 
two communitics will establish in Cyprus. The question 
they were asked about the “amount of land they will give 
to the Greek Cypriots and the number of Greek Cypriot 
refugees they will recenve™ has backfired [ger tepti). 
[sentence as published] 

The Turkish Cypnot side cxaplained its position during 
the five days of unofficial talks that TRNC and Turkish 
Government officials held with UN Secretary General 
Perez de Cuctlar in New York last week: 

“The question of land and the number of Greek Cypriot 
refugees to be resettled are only two of the problems 
included in the framework agreement, which consists of 
cight main sections. These two issues cannot be regarded 
as concessions outside the framework agreement. In 
view of this, the TRNC wall nesther submit a map on the 
question of land nor determine a percentage before i 1s 
given information about Greek Cypriot views nor before 
the Greek Cypnot side makes its position known on the 
principles that are required for a reconcihation.” 

Considering the expectations on the question of land, the 
TRNC and Turkey maintain a position only on border 
arrangements 

The Ball Is in the UN Secretary General's Court 

The five-day talks were held in accordance with the call 
the UN secretary general made as a result of U.S. and 
British suggestions and the pressure put on him by 
Yeoryios Vasiliou. The Turkish Cypriot side concluded: 

“The TRNC and Ankara have reached a national agree- 
ment on matters related to the basic principles of an 
agreement, the structure of the federation, the functions 
and characteristics of the government that will be estab- 
lished, and the question of the land to be ceded to the 
Creck Cypriots. A difference of opinion docs not even 
cxist on the question of land. For the third time the 

TRNC and Turkey have held unofficial, constructive, 
and helpful talks with the UN secretary general in New 
York. Both the TRNC and Turkey have clarified their 
views in every field. The UN secretary gencral should 
now see to it that the Greek Cypriots reveal their own 
views, which should be conveyed to the Turkish Cypriot 
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side. This can only be done by the UN Secretariat and 
not by the White House. The ball is in the UN secretary 
general and the Greek Cypriots’ court. The TRNC 
should not be expected to make new initiatives before 
Yeoryios Vasilou outlines his position.” 

Industry Minister Returns From Visit to USSR 

140406060891 Ankara Turkiye Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 2000 GMT 3 Jun 91 

[Text] Industry and Commerce Minister Sukru Yurur 
returned home today after attending the inauguration 
ceremony of the electronics industry plant jointly con- 
structed by Turkish and Sovict firms in Crimea. 

In a statement at Ankara’s Esenboga Airport, Yurur said 
that the plant will manufacture 800.000 television and 
video sets a year and that some of the television parts 
will be supplied by Turkey. 

He added that joint ventures are also being planned 
between Turkey and certain Soviet republics in the fields 
of leather wear and construction materials. 

He concluded by pomting out that during his visit to 
Crimea, he also had the occasion to visit the installations 
built there by Turkish firms. 

* Signs of Recession Observed in Economy 

YIESO688A Istanbul DUNYA in Turkish 10 Apr 91 p 2 

[Article by Jale Ozgenturk: “Signs of Recession in Econ- 

omy”) 

[Text] Signs of recession such as negative cxapectations 
for the future, a decline in investments and new business 
contracts, a rise in bankruptcies and declining produc- 

tion and employment have put the prospect of recession 
on the agenda of the Turkish cconomy. 

The prospect of recession was brought up by ISO 
[Istanbul Chamber of Industry] President Memduh 
Hacioglu during his “heated conversation” with Central 
Bank Governor Rusdu Saracoglu. Academicians and 
businessmen share Hacioglu’s concern 

Commenting on the signs of recession, which may turn 
into a depression in the extreme case, Professor Feridun 
Ergin said: “Excessively high prices have had a negative 
effect on industrial products. High interest rates on 
credit have cut the marginal yield on investments. Cap- 
ital 1s moving into speculative and short-term invest- 
ments. Current circumstances are not encouraging.” 

Yalim Erez, the president of TOBB [Turkish Union of 
Chambers and Stock Exchanges] who 1s the virtual 
spokesman of the industry and trade sector, also said 
that “there is a recession.” He added thai the soon- 
to-be-released TOBB study entitled “The Pulse of the 
Business World-2" shows that entrepencurs have not 
been willing to invest recently 
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Businessmen note thai the uncertainty in the money 
markets in recent months, the instability in the foreign 
exchange rates and the cash shortage have pushed the 
Turkish economy and industry, already hurt by the Gulf 
war, into dire straits. They point out that unless urgent 
measures are taken “signs of recession” may first turn 
into a recession and then inio a depression. Noting that 
economic stagnation +s steadily intensifying, busi- 
nessmen and academicians say that industrialists who 
cannot see ahead with the current economic policies 
being implemented cannot formulate any plans or pro- 
grams for the future. 

Commenting on the issuc, Professor Ergin said: “Exces- 
sively high prices have had a negative effect on industrial 
products. High interest rates on credit have cut the 
marginal yield on investments. Industrialists are increas- 
ingly finding new investments less attractive. It 1s gener- 
ally true that capital moves into speculative and short- 
term investments at times when investments lose their 
attractiveness.” 

TOBB president Yalim Erez confirmed ISO president 
Hacioglu’s concerns by saying “there 1s a recession.” He 
added: 

“The industrialist who cannut see what 1s ahead with the 
present interest rates and these economic policies cannot 
plan or program for the future. The industrialist cannot 
invest al a time when interest rates are running high and 
the foreign exchange rate z1gzags every hour and when he 
does not know what policy will be implemented. At this 
time investments by industrialists have stopped. The 
Stagnation 1s steadily intensifying. The industrialist 1s 
looking for ways to protect his cxrsting businesses 
According to assessments contained in our most recent 
study entitled “The Pulse of the Business World-2.” 
industrialists are not willing to make new investments 
We will release the study im the coming days. The 
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government must formulate a policy about how the 
Stagnation will be overcome.” 

Halil Bezmen, a member of the executive board of the 
Mensucat Santral Corporation, said im response to 
DUNYA's questions on this rssuc: 

“It i true that credit interest rates have msen and 
investments have stopped. However, | do not agree that 
businessmen are seeking short-term returns. The Turkish 
economy 1s cxpernencing a slowdown. This has been so 
since October, but now the situation has intensified. | 
cannot say that the Gulf crisis has had any significant 
effect. Turkey's slowdown parallels the global slowdown. 
There is a particular shortage of resources in Turkey. 
Turkey has a shortage of moncy. The Turkish economy 
is very simple: It grows with money coming from over- 
seas, if that moncy does not come, growth stops. At this 
tume, money from overseas has slowed down, and the 
share the public sector takes from this reduced amount 
of money has mcreased. In the past, the gove nment 
would take 50 percent of the moncy, and we would take 
the other $0 percent. Now the government's appetite has 
grown, and it sets aside 60 percent of the money for 
itself.” 

Ankara Chamber of Industry President Alaeddin Ceceli 
said that although economic figures for the first quarter 
of 1991 have not yet been released a stagnation can be 
observed in markets. He added: 

“It 1s too carly to label this situation as a ‘recession’ 
without citing economic indicators. However, signs and 
trends are porting in that direction. The imecrease in 
gasoline prices can aggravate the stagnation further. The 
foreign exchange rate has not increased by the same 
amount as the decline in world oil prices. Consequently, 
this latest increase 1s seen as a means of providing the 
government with additional revenuc. This 1s not a step 
that must be taken at a time when there are signs of a 
Stagnation. ~ 
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Liechtenstein 

* Prince Hans Adam II Views Foreign Policy 

YIENO4604 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

2Apr Yip 3 

[Report on interview with Hans Adam Il. prince of 
Liechtenstein, by Pia Maria Plechl: “With Both Feet on 
the Ground” ] 

[Text] Vaduz—The sloping meadow in front of the castle 
overlooking the Liechtenstem capital shows on close 
inspection the imprint of thousands of feet On 15 
August 1990, the principality’s national holiday. this 1s 
where the traditronal homage took place. that solemn act 

of state intended as a mutual loyalty oath between the 
ruler and the people. Hans Adam Ii had of course 
already solemnly sworn to be a “just ruler™ to his country 
on 1S November 1989. when he succeeded to the throne 
upon his father’s death 

But 15 August 1990 was an important day not only for 
the principality 's internal history. It was the date also on 
which Liechtenstem became the 160th member of the 

United Nations, of which Switzerland 1s not a member 

The prince regent considers this membership to be very 
important. Thus our talk, which took place not im 
ceremoma!l chambers but rather in an office and recep- 

tion room situated behind the former drawbrdec. imme- 
diately concentrated on that subject. “We are quite 
aware of the fact that we are the smallest state im that 
community of natrons.” says Hans Adam Il, “and we 

consider this membership a very emportant scp for 

Liechtensicin, particularly since at one tome we had 
unsuccessfully applied for membership in the League of 
Nations.” 

UN Membership Provides “Real Security” 

Why 1s that, specifically” “If for no other reason than to 
enjoy one’s own independence, ut 1s particularly good 
and beneficial for a small state to belong to an interna- 
tional community.” Now especially the Gulf criss and 

the reaction to the occupation of Kuwart by Irag have 
shown that such membership provides a certain real 

security. The prince indicated his satusfaction “over the 
fact that the UN decision was implemented, even though 

by force, and that Kuwait could be Wherated ” 

Even when he was the successor to the throne. to whom 
his father, Franz Josef Il, had transferred sovereign 
executive powers in 1984, Hans Adam II had advocated 
UN membership and had warmly welcomed the Land- 

tag's approval in 1989. Why was that’ Was not the 
membership in the Council of Europe. im carstence since 
1978, sufficrent”? “Developments in Europe were one 
particular reason for me strongly to advocate member- 
ship in the UN. We were worned that with the rapid 
progress of European integration we might suddenly 
become ‘outsiders’ and be totally molated.” 
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Does this mean that Loecchicnsiern has no micntion 
whatever of yornsng the EC. even if some day Ausina and 

Switzerland were to do so” The prince agrees. “The 
Principality of Leechtenstem has always held the opimon 
that membership in the EC. in its present configuration, 
1s almost out of the question for varnous reasons. Onc of 
those reasons would be the financial and personnel 
requirements. “The United Nations offers us the oppor- 
tunity of having contracts with all states and being 
recognized everywhere, even outside of Europe. After all. 
40 percent of our caports go outside Europe. and even im 
the service area the extra-European sector has a certam 
amount of significance for us.” 

More than anything. Hans Adam Il emphasizes, “mem- 
bership in the EC cannot be compared with membership 
im the United Nations, the Council of Europe, or EFTA 
[European Free Trade Association] The European Com- 
munity exerts influence over cconomi and social policy. 

maybe even over politics on general” The prince proves 
to be a realist: “We must keep both feet on the ground 
Thirty thousand people are domiciied m our country. 
one-third of them are foregners.” He continucs: “Can 
you immagine that anyone could countenance such a small 
State to have as much mnfluence as Germany. for cxam- 

ple” 

A sccond reason « based on the EC's structure. “lt 
demands an catirely different type of collaboration from 
that within the Unwed Nations. Even now, this const- 

tutes a certian amount of difficulty for some of the 

present member states—L uxcmbourg 1s approaching the 
lmuat of vs resources. Just think of haveng to fill vacan- 
crs on the many commutices and commeressons. For us 

thes would be even harder” 

But what would be the situation if some day m the 

distant future Switzerland were to become a member of 

the EC” The prince gives a little smile. “Ewen on that case 
I see no tremendous problems We have a customs umon 
with Switzerland, but «t does not mean much even now, 

since there are hardly any customs dutees mm western 

Europe any more, and through Switzerland. we also have 
a customs agreement with the EC. We have a monctary 
treaty with Switverland. which shows how well thas 
works—aficr all, we used the Swiss franc wntel 1980 even 

without having such a treaty” 

There +s also a postal agreement with Swutzeriand. On 
that matter, the prince regent “has behewed for a long 

tome that this agreement 1 not even needed im that 
sense.” because “here we should privatize the entire 
postal domain. thes would entirely work to our advan- 

lage 

Relations with Switzerland, he believes. are mm no way 
impaired by Licchtenstemn’s pouning the LU arted Nations 
“in the contrary as long ago as the 1960s, Swozeriand 
was im favor of our becoming a member of the Unned 
Nations.” 
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In other words, docs Hans Adam II of Liechtenstein see 
no problems of any sort’ He smiles again. “Unc. per- 

haps. but not a big onc Lint! now, we had asked 
Sertizeriand to act as our diplomat representative im 

foreign countries, and that could remam the case” 
however, “I muaght say also that especially for 2 small 
country ts delegation at the United Nations occupies a 
key posstron.” Nevertheless. “we cannot afford diplo- 

mat representation im 159 states ~ 

“Seccesses Are Due to Liberalization™ 

Membership on the United Nations has been achieved 

Pending still 1s full membership wn EFT A, and “as to the 
European Economic Space [EES]. we are engaged mm 
negotiations the outcome of which os up im the au” In 

any case, the proncepality has latcly shown an increase mm 
foreign polecy activities 

The prince refers specifically to the Council of Europe 

and the CSCE. speaks repeatedly about “still greater 
openmg im vecw of the fact that the prosperity and the 

successes of hes state are “in effect duc to lheralization.” 
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and that “we are all blessed with having a liberal cco- 
nomi order” Two factors provede “hope for the via- 
bility of small states: that they “conduct an open liberal 
economic policy” and that “they provide a good cduca- 
tion for ther peopic ~ 

In the course of thes mnterview. Hans Adam Il frequently 
used the term “lyberal.” Is he not afrand of an sdcological 
misunderstanding’ He smiles once again: “To have a 
firm and secure eternal order with a clear appreciation 
of values % a prerequisite to perma liberalism and 
tolerance.” He also knows this “Without clear values. 
without a secure order ni 1s very difficult in the long run 
to be Wheral, Populism would then raise us head and 
pohcrws would change like the wind direction or end up 
m total chaos. 

The prince regent has no doubts about thi: “To be 
liberal and conser ative 1s mutually wnterdependent. onc 
must proceed from a firm foundation.” The prince 
regent makes «t credible that he has such a foundation— 

as a human berng. as the head of a tamuly (his marrage 
to Maric. ( owntess Ainsky. has produced three sons and 
one daughter). as a politician, and, at the age of 46, asa 
thoroughly vouthtul father of hrs country 
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